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algorithm - explicitly defined procedure 
base - category of top level organization: stress state, 1 imit state, or 
component 
base, element- of - a particular type of stress state, 1 imit state, or 
component; e.g., axial force, yield, or member 
base, subelement of - used to further define element of a base; e.g., tension 
could be a subelement of axial force, or thin-walled shape could 
be a subelement of member 
boolean (or logical) variable - variable that may have the value IIYes l1 or 
IINol1 
branch - arrow pointing from one node to another 
component - pnysical part of a structure; member, stiffener, etc. 
conditional execution - execution procedure where highest (output) level, 
criteria are processed fi rst and lower level provisions are intro-
duced when needed 
criterion - functional relationship intended to provide an adequate margin 
of .safety with respect to a particular mode of failure 
decision table - an explicit logical procedure in tabular form that indi-
cates action to be taken for particular combinations of known 
conditions 
delayed decision - processing decision tables by halving technique so as 
to require fewest number of tests per table (on -the average) 
dependents of a data item - data whose values are affected by the value 
of the data item 
vii i 
detailed level organization -organization of paragraphs or individual 
provisions of the text 
direct execution.- execution procedure where lower level provisions are 
processed before higher level provisions referring to them, 
so that all data are defined before their first use 
format - written text of Specification 
function - a formula used for evaluation of a datum that is not changed when 
reiated conditions change 
functional network - network of data used to evaluate design criteria 
immediate decision (quick rule) - processing decision tables by attempting 
to isolate common or frequently occurring rules first 
ingredients of a data item - data used to evaluate the data item 
intermediate level organization organiza~ion of the ~provisions in 
functional network of a design criterion or criteria· 
1 imit state - mode of unsatisfactory behavior (yield, instabil ity, etc.) 
network - graphical representation of a data structure; system of nodes 
interconnected by branches 
node - point in a network representing a data item 
organization - overall outl ine for the Specification 
stress state - type of stress (tension, shear, combined stress, etc.) 
tagging ~ associating a section or provision with a triplet, or vice-versa 
topical outline - overall top level outl ine for the Specification 
top level organization - overall organization of the Specification 
triplet - valid combination of the three bases (limit state, stress state, 
component) perta in j·ng to a cr iter i on or prov i s ion 
CHAPTERl 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Purpose of tre Specification 
The AISC Specification [4J is a document intended to serve three 
different purposes in relation to the general publ ie, the structural design 
profession, and the steel industry. The public purpose is to assure that 
steel structures designed and fabricated according to the Specification 
are safe, functional, and economical. As a guide to designers, the Speci-
fication is intended to provide direct, efficient design procedures incor-
porating real istic analytical, experimental and empirical knowledge. For 
the steel industry, the Specification is expected to' contribute to the use 
of fabricated steel by facil itatiQg the designer~' use of steel. 
1.2 Resistance to Changes of the Specification 
The Specification has been repeatedly revised prior to 1969 
in order to introduce advances in technology and knowledge. With the 
1969 Edition, it has become the poiicy of AiSC to update the Specification 
on an annual basis. Such revisions and updates are obviously necessary 
for all three intended purposes of the Specification: for the publ ic, to 
benefit from the improvements in economy and safety; for the design pro-
fession, to improve the design procedures and increase confidenGe in the 
designs produced; and for industry, to maintain and improve the competitive 
position of fabricated steel buildings. 
It is widely recognized, however, that such advances are not 
accepted with unmitigated joy by all parties cOl1cerned. In particular, 
the burden falls most heavily on the designers, who are repeatedly being 
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asked to forego familiar procedures for new ones, the background of which 
they may not thoroughly understand. Unless proper steps are taken, designers 
will res ist the changes, or, if they are approved, will tend not to take 
advantage of them. As a consequence, the pub1 ic does not realize the 
potential benefit from the changes and the industry loses some of its 
long-term competitive advantage through the designers· reluctance to con-
sider steel as an alternative design. 
There is a widespread bel ief among designers that every change 
in the Specif-ication automatically increases its complexity, and therefore 
the cost of using it. This feel ing may have some validity if subsequent 
changes are to follow the pattern of previous editions, including the 
1969 one, where new provisions have been inserted without exploring all 
of their interactions with other provisions (new or old), or entire new 
sections were added using different philosophies or organization than the 
previous ones. As a consequence, whatever simpl ification or rationaliza-
tion is provided by the new provision or section, it is significantly 
negated by the increased difficulty of relating it to other provisions. 
1.3 Previous Study 
The previous study on the decision table formulation of the 
Specification [lJ has shown that its detailed provisions can be repre-
sented as individual decision tables. The study has also shown that the 
individual provisions of the Specification are free of overt omissions, 
inconsistencies and contradictions. On the other hand, the-decision 
table formulation has made explicit the long-recognized inconsistency in 
the interrelationships among the various provisions by defining the under-
lying network of cross-references among the va~iab1es involved (e.g~, the 
3 
term Iinet area ll used in 1.5.1.1 is computationally defined in 1.14, etc.). 
In the previous study, the tables were labeled and arranged 
so as to preserve as much as possible the present textual organization of 
the Specification. This arrangement demonstrates quite vividly the lack 
of clarity and consistency of the textual organization itself. The prime 
reason for this, as discussed above, is that the text has been revised 
through the years to introduce advances in technology,' with the result 
that provisions intended to be used in conjunction may be widely scattered 
in the text, without any explicit cross-referencing. 
Finally, the. previous study has shown that the Specification 
refers to over 400 distinct items of data, rather than the 120 or so 
items 1 isted in the Nomenclature. However, there is no correlation be-
tween the organization of the Specification and the natural organization 
of these data as they arise in the course of design. 
1.4 Objective of Study 
The objective of this study is to explore and devel.Qe.....~onc~t2. 
and methods for more rational organizations for the Specification, both 
for written and computer-implementable forms. It is recognized that dif-
ferent organizations may be required for these two forms: the major goal 
for the written specification is clarity which gives the user confidence 
that his design objectives are achieved with safety, functionalfty, and 
economy; whereas the major goal for computer implementation of the logic 
of the Specification is total efficiency, which includes adaptabil ity to 
interfacing with project data files and analysi~ and design routines as 
'well as computation time. This report deals primarily with the textual 
organt:~.§.1.LQJ:l .. _<?i. __ !he Specification. The impl ications of this study on 
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computer implementations are briefly discu.ssed _~f! ___ Ch9.e_~~.!:' 5. 
As will become apparent from the discussion that follows) it is 
not feasible to ~evelop the final, definitive organization for future 
editions of the Specification in this study. The selection of such an 
organization involves a host of philosophical considerations that require 
the input and careful consideration of the entire Specification Advisory 
Committee. This study can only provide guidel ines to that Committee, as 
well as a set of tools that facil itate simulation of alternative organiza-
tions for evaluation of their suitabil ity. 
It is hoped that the combination of guidel ines and tools arising 
from this study will enable the Specification Advisory Committee to arrive 
at an organization of future editions of the Specification which will allow 
easy incorporation of new technology, an~ at the same time, remove many 
of the val id objections to the present organizational growth of the Speci-
fication. 
1.5 Organization of Report 
In Chapter 2, procedures are defined for representing the logical 
structure of the current Specification as a network of data. Levels of 
organization of the logical structure are presented in Chapter 3. Computer 
aids and "algorithms for textual organization are given in Chapter 4 along 
with detailed examples. Conclusions reached in this study, and recommen-
dations for further work are presented in Chapter 5. 
A glossary of terms that may be unfamil iar to the reader is the 
beginning of this report. The brief definitions given are" intended only 
to refresh the memory of the reader when necessary. In most cases, detailed 
explanations are given in the text where the terms first appear. At times 
it may be necessary to refer to the references cited. 
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CHAPTER.2 
AN ABSTRACT VIEW OF THE SPECIFICATION 
I h • ho--P b d 1 f . f . .. 1 ntis c ~ter, an a stract mo e 0 speci Icatlons In genera, 
and the AISC Specification in particular, is developed. The objective is 
to isolate the basic components of the specifications, and thereby set the 
stage for discussing pote~tial aids for organizing the Specification. 
2. 1 C r iter i a 
A des i gn spec if i ca t i on cons is ts fundamenta 11 y of a co 11 ect i~ 
d.es ign criteria to be satisfied. A criterion may be defined as "a functional 
relationship intended to provide an adequate margin of safety with respect 
to a particular mode uf failure" [3J. In the above definition, "mode of 
- . 
f~i 1ur~' is to be int~rpreted in the broadest terms, to include service-
ability conditions as well as utI imate behavior conditions. 
A criterion is usual ly ~tated in the text using terms such as 
"shall not exceed," IIwil1 be 1 imited," and the 1 ike. It is thus natural 
to assign to each criterion a status, which has two possible values: 
IIsatisfied" or IIviolated.", Occasionally, criteria appear in the Specifica-
tion which are not given in the above form, but rather as a side-condition 
to more basic criteria. 
The design criteria specifically included .in the present Speci-
fication are listed in Table 2~l, together with the decision tables in 
Ref. which specify the manner in which they are to.be evaluated (the 
numerical portion of a decision table designation corresponds to the section 
number in the text). 
It is obvious from an examinati6n of Table 2.1 that not all 
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criteria pertain to the same level of decision-making in the design pro-
cess. Typically, the criteria appearing in the present text are collections 
of more specific, criteria pertaining to particular modes of failure. For 
examp 1 e, the "Compress i on Member Check" of Sect ion 1.5 .. L 3 may be repre-
sented in decision table form as follows: 
Section 1.9 satisified 
Kt/r ~ 200 








Thus, a compression member has to satisfy simultaneously the three sub-
sidiary criteria shown in the decision table. Conversely, the two cri-
teria shown in Table 2.1 as pertaining to Section 1.6. 1 are a single unit. 
Finally, the "criterion" for a heterogenous connection pertaining to 
Section 1.15 is not a criterion at all according to the definition given 
above, but simply a procedural or analysis prescription instructing the 
designer how to allocate loads to connectors. 
In summary, criteria represent the basic, governing conditions 
which a design must satisfy in order to be acceptable. The present 1 ist 
of criteria, however, is both incomplete and uneven in its or'ganization. 
We return to this topic in Section 3.1, where a consistent method of iden-
tifying and organizing criteria is suggested. 
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2.2 Functional Network 
The AISC Specification specifies a_hierarchical sequence of 
... ...--~-..--.---... ~-"--'''"'''''''''"'---~-. --"----~,--~--
computati?ns, checks, formulas, limits, etc., leading to the evaluation 
of each criterion. The hierarchy of these functional or operational pro-
visions, as well as their interconnections, may be represe_~.!..::.~~_independent 
of their textual representation by a graph or logical network. This gra~h 
-------_ ...... -
identifies the data referred to in the Specification and the relationships 
of each datum to other data. The succeeding sections deal with the de-· 
velopment of the sal ient features of this network. 
2.2. 1 Data Items 
An individual item of data, or datum, may be one of the following: 
a) the status of a design criterion, which, as discussed in 
Section 2.1, has possible values of "satisfied
" 
or "violated;" 
b) c propertx which has numerical value, such as allowable 
bending stress Fb ; 
c) a quantity=which has as its value one of several alpha-
betic names, such as "section shape" which may have values of "channel," 
"wide flange,!' etc.; or 
d) a logical variable which has possible values "true" or 
IIfalse," such as tl-evariable "sideway prevented. 11 
There are two sets of relationships between the data items. 
The functional relationship deals with. the source of data, i.e., the manner 
in which a value is assigned to the data item in question. A data source 
may be: 
a) given by the design data, tables, or other source (e.g., the 
area of a standard section or the designer's knowledge whether sideway is 
8 
prevented); 
(' ... ' ') r .u;&':t'·/s 
t/ 
\ ~~J 1'." "M, i.-
f V~,,\'f'.ti)'i\' 
generat¢d by an expl icit algorithm, an algebraic function, 
~-.... -.,.,.,~..,..,,~--~~I'"'''''''''~ ________ --.. ----~----.:..... __ _ 
b) 
,..----( /,-\ I 2 p< .. J'') e~ g. 'C,,-Cc = V 2n ~}f/ ; or or sub .r:o.!:L1;J ne 
c) derived from a logical p.r..Q~~dure such as a decision table. 
___ ... . .. - .• ---.-.. - ..... -. --'" -." .... - .. ..: - ""'*''''''~f<'-,-.... ......... ,,_._ ..• ____ •• ___ __ 
For example a decision table to compute(F"';is shown below: 
\,,~9./ 














These three classes of data sources appear adequate for the AISC 
Specification. A fourth class, that of data assigned by a subjective 
expert opinion, may be included in ~ more general logical network of design. 
From the standpoint of the logic of the Specification a more 
important relation between items of data is their precedence in evalua-~--'-'-------'-''''''''-''''' ....... ...:..~-...,..- ... , . ....,-.-.. ~-,,--.~,-- .. --... -. ,~, ....... -- . , .... " ....... __ .. __ •.. ...., .... _-
tion, reg9LQ.less of the algorithms or procedures of evaluation themselves. 
-- -------. __ .-. __ ._.-.. ,_ ........ -.. __ ... __ ...... --.~. ..-
These logical relations between items of data may be concisely expressed 
by two related 1 ists, the ingredience and dependence lists for each datum. 
In the example b) ~bove, the data items Eand F are ingredients y .-"~-~~ 
of the datum C. Conversely, C is a dependent of both E and F , as C 
__ ~. =._._~~~.>~."~".-.~_. ..-"~' .. -' ""-'- .,y.i. C 
cannot be evaluated without knowing E and Fy' 'and if either changes in 
9 
value, C must also change. When a datum is derived b...')LJ}l~9rl~ ... of a decision 
c 
table, its ingredients include both the data items defining the applicable 
conditions and the data items involved in the actual calculations. By 
the same reasoning as used above, the derived data item is a dependent of 
both sets of data items, as its value is affected by the applicable con-
ditions just as much as by the computational ingredients. 
The data items used to evaluate the data item g~nerated by a 
ents. Dynamic ingredients are data used only when cer.t53Ln rul.es are matched . 
. -_._ ..... _.-
Common ingredients are the data used~~.~ardless of which rule is matched. 
For example, in the table used to generate F , the common ingredients are 
_ ... a 
K, t, r, and C , because they are used for either of the two rules. The 
__ c 




, and, F y when the firs t ru 1 e is ma tched and 
E when the second rule is matched. 
::::..,.. .... 
2.2.2 Properties 
Using the above definitions, the abstract logical network can 
be readily created by: 
a) assigning a node (point) to each data item, regardless of 
source; and 
b) drawing an oriented branch· (arrow) from each datum to each 
of its dependents. 
For example, the network corresponding to the criterion "Com-
pression Member Check," Section 1.5.1.3, discussed earl,ier is shown in 
Fig. 2.1. (See Appendix C for definition of data.) Nodes with a single 
circle are input data and nodes with a double circle are evaluated by a 
function or decision table. 
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The global network for the entire Specification can be auto-
matical1y generated from the local ingredience list of all data items. 
Such a global logical network permits one to trace out two sets of rela-
tions or influences: 
a) the global dependence of a datum, consisting of all data 
items depending on it, is obtained by traversing the network from the 
given datum in the direction of the arrows until aTI data items which may 
be reached in this fashion are enumerated; and 
b) the global ingredience of a datum, consisting of all data 
items influencing it, is obtained by traversing the network from the datum 
in the direction opposite to that of the arrows until all data items which 
may be reached are enumerated. 
It is obvious that input items are identified in the global net-
work as those whi~h have no ingredients (all arrows point out); similarly, 
term ina 1 or._,_~,~-!J?~!J-t-e.m~,,?,!'_~.~b(),~~,.~h-L~.b_,h.c3y"-~, 1J9 ,depend~!:!~E.? (a 11 arrows 
po i nt in). Mo re genera ILY." __ ~g~_~,,.9,§~YIT1,i n the ne_~~<?E_~, ~~_~ __ ~~,_~,~_~_!._gned 
two numbers: 
a) the global level from input" i.e." the number of branches 
on the longest chain from any input item to th~ datum in question (9S an 
example" the levels from input of the present criteria in the Specification 
are shO\'in in the last column of Table 2.1); and 
b) the global level from output, i.e., the number of 
branches on the longest chain from the datum in question to any terminal 
or output item. 
may have several ingredi~nts and de~Q9~ent~ and the path lengths ipr each 
-----.-.,-.--,--.---~.-.... '-" .. "---.--- ~ ----.. "-"'---.. -" .. ~",, "'-" 
1 1 
may be different. 
I~~.u~~~_!"y, th~ f_~~~_~_i.c:>.~.~ .. ~_flet~qr.kdefined by the. data. i.~ems_ 
and their 1 ists of ingredience and dependence is independent of ~e organi-
,.--------_ ... -- ........ _-.-. __ ... __ ... - .. _-_._-_.. . ... --,. ,"-" .. ," .. ". 
zation of the Specification. The functional network displays all trans-
formations from th.e input data to the output, the latter ,being defined 
'"""----._,"'.w'O '_. -- .-, -. 
as the criteria discussed in Section 2.1. 
2.2·3 Revision of Decision Tables 
It is worthwhile to repeat that the functional network intro-
duced in this study is based on the premise J:hat each decision table pro-
1·'1 duces a single data item as its output. ~ contrast, in the original 
,..-----_.,--
decision tables presented in Ref. 1 many of tre tables were shown to pro-
duce several different, but related, data items. For the purpose of this 
study, it was 'necessary to' reformulate all of the tables of Ref. 1 which 
produced multiple output. These revised tables are being publ ished 
elsewhere. 
An example of reformulating the decision tables is given in 
Table 2.2. Decision Table 1.5. 1.3.a of Ref. 1 is shown in its original 
form having four different actions. This table can be decomposed into 
two smaller tables and two functions as shown on the second page of 
Table 2.2.· Functions 1.5.1.3.a.l and 1.5.1.3.a.4, are each computed 
with a single formula, as they do not involve any conditional entries. 
The two tables resulting from the reformulation are much smaller and 
simpler than the original table. Only the condition JIK,f,,/r < C II is needed 
- c 
for choosing the formula to compute F , and only two conditions, JlBracing/ a . 
Secondary Member ll and II-t,/r > 120,11 are needed 'for selecting the formula to 
compute Fl •. 
a 
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The cond it ions liMa in Member" and liB rac i ng/Seconda ry Member" 
make up a mutually exclusive set, i.e., one condition in the set is 
IIYes" and the others are "No." Mutually exclusive sets have been 
........ __ ._. __ ..... ~ ___ ~ ... -_.--_ .. ' ____ ._. ___ .""_.' ______ ._ .. 0'._ 
treatecL_a.s,. vectors of boolean data in this study, where each vector is 
_ .. __ ., .... , .... , -'._. _ ..... _._ .. . .. ___ .... -.M----.---.- .. - .. _ ... :_. ._"',.. _ ".,._ ..... 
represented as a sin~le data item in the overall data structure of the 
Specification. The rationale for using this scheme is that each mutually 
exclusive set defines one particular data item, as discussed in 
Section 2.2.l.c, and should be represented by a single node in the data 
network. For example, the set "Main Member, Bracing, Secondary Member" 
denotes the type of component. The 1 ists of vectors used in the refonnu-
lated decision tables is given in Appendix C. 
2.3 Organizational Network 
A desigrier, or any other user of a given set of specifications, 
must accompl ish two things: 
the situation at hand; and 
b) for each of the appl icable criteria, deter~~_~~~ .. _.!.~~_~_!.~_~ 
The functional network defined in the previous section is,.by 
itself, insufficient guid~nce to the user for the above two purposes, as 
it contains only a list of design criteria, without any relation between 
them. The organization of the Specification must therefore provide a 
grouping and ordering to the individual criteria so as to provide a logical 
and consistent entry to the various criteria which must be evaluated. 
From an abstract standpoint, the grouping and ordering of. the 
criteria may be represented as a second, or organizational, network which 
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originates from a single entry node and proceeds through a series of 
branching points, correspond'ing to the various major categories of 
organization, to the appropriate criteria which must be evaluated. 
For illustrative purposes, the network corresponding to the 
present Specification is shown in Fig. 2.2. The figure covers only those 
portions of the Specification which are quantitative in nature, i.e., 
lead to specific design criteria. In accordance with the definitions of 
the previous two sections, each section or subsection of the Specification 
is represented by a node of the graph and has ~-..!YE~?,.,.Qf. LD9J::~d.ie.oJ.?_~ 
a highe~lev~~.~~.~~}.,<?n, and one or more input data items. The latter 
ingredients are described qual itatively; a more precise description of 
these will be given in Section ~ 
If the two networks are now combined, it can be seen that the 
cr'i ter i a i nvo 1 ved in the Spec i fica t i on have two types of i ng red i ents : 
a) Ilfunctional" ingredients which relate the criteria to the' 
intermediate and input data from which they are evaluated, as represented 
by the organization-independent functional network; and 
b) Ilorganizationalil ingredients which relate the criteria 
~'--'--
to the overall organization of the Specification. 
2.4 Summary 
It is the thesis of this study that the logical structure of 
the Specification can be represented in an abstract way by means of the 
two interrelated networks discussed in the previous sections. Furthermore, 
these two networks provide an optimal basis for 'investigating alternate 
formats for presenting the scope and intent of the Specification in 
textual form. 
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It will be shown in ·the succeed i.ng chap ters that for the 
functional network, alternate formats of the text represent simply 
aLternate-method~ of dispLaying thetwo.~dimensionat functional .1.og.ic net-
work in one-dimensional or sequential textual forma It is, of course, 
assumed that alternate formats of the functionai network do not aiter 
any meanings or relations. 
It will also be shown that for the organizational network, 
alternate organizations of the text represent alternate ways of grouping 
and ordering' criteria and their corresponding organizational network. 
In this case, it is assumed ~hat alternate organizational networks do not 
introduce additional criteria. 
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CHAPTER· 3 
LEVELS OF TEXTUALPRESENTATJON 
.I.n the. prev-ious chapter,. it-was -postulated that-the Specification 
has a unique logical structure, but that this structure may be presented 
to a reader in a variety of forms. No rules for organization of a text 
are known to tre writers. Rather than defining one organization and de-
fending it against alternatives, our objective is to identify the hierarchy 
of information in the Specification, note approaches to its textual ela~ 
boration, and develop procedures to aid the Specification Advisory Com-
mittee in deciding upon textual format. This chapter presents a decomposi-
ticn of the textual format, and discusses the alternatives available at 
each level. Chapter 4 describes the tools developed in this study for 
investigating alternatives at two of these levels. 
The format o·f the text of the Specification must be viewed at 
three levels. The top level consists of bases for classification of 
subject matter, and corresponds to the organization as discussed in 
Sec t ion 2.3. The in termed i ate 1 eve 1 dea 1 s wit h the tex tUClJ. ___ ~_~.p..r_f??? . .i. on.. of. 
-----_ ... --------•. -" ... ".-.. _ ......... --.............. "'."."' ...... ".- ............................ -...... " ........... -_... . ''' ... 
~!.-u.~.~t i ona 1 networ.k correspond i ng to a given c r iter ion. The deta i 1 ed 
level concerns the specific provisions for derivation of a datum, and may 
correspond to a single paragraph of the text or a single decision table. 
3. 1 Top Leve 1 
The top level of the Specification provides the overall organi-
zation of the text, by directing the user to the appl icable criterion or 
criteria and by grouping related criteria into larger units. 
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3. 1 • 1 Possible Bases of Drganization 
There are several possible independent bases for organizing or 
grouping criteria. Furthermore, the independent bases can be hierarchi-
cally structured in any consistent_ ordera 
The possibJe bas~s are: 
1) Philosophy of Design, which may include working stress 
design, plastic design, or load factor design. Different, but not completely 
distinct functional networks are associated with each phiiosophy. 
2)- Limit States, which are modes of unsatisfactory behavior. 
Each is independent of the ~hilosophy of design because the structural 
behavior depends on actual topology, geometry, proportions, and loadings 
rather than the philosophy used to prescribe them. 
3) Physical Components, which include beams, columns, connec-
tions, fasteners, etc. These are identifiable independently of philosophy 
of design or 1 imit state. 
4) Implementation Procedures, which include processes such as 
design, preparation of plans, fabrication, etc. These stages in building 
are essentially independent of the above bases. 
5) Stress States, which include the familiar types of tension, 
compression, etc. 
The basis JJlmpl~ment~tion Procedure" can be ignored for the 
remainder of this study, inasmuch as we are dealing only with the procedure 
labeled "design" (including detailing) and the remaining procedures of 
"fabrication" and "erection" are outside the scope of the study. 
On the other hand, -the bas is "stress state" mus t be ta ken 
into consideration, first, because it is an intimate part of the present 
organization, and thus fami1 iar to everyone, and second, because it defines 
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the structure of a large number of limit state criteria. 
Thus, there are four bases available, and therefore 4! = 24 
possible hierarchical orderings, which differ according to which basis is 
associated with the topmost level (parts), second level (sections), etc. 
However, there is a major distinction between these four bases. Two of 
them, 1 imi~~~~~_~~_~n~_._~g-'J1E9_r'l~n.~s, are complete oX.exhaustive, ~~~~nse 
that all conceivable provisions of the Specification can be uniquely 
classified according to both of these bases. By contrast, the other two 
ba ses are i ncomp 1 ete in the above sense: the "ph i losophy of des i gn" 
basis because load factor design actually encompasses both working stress 
design and plastic design, the "stress state" basis because some provisions 
cannot be conveniently expressed in terms of stress states (e.g., essentially 
all provisions pertaining to serviceabil ity criteria). 
For the reasons stated above, strictly from a logical standpoint, 
orderings associating philosophy of design and/or stress state bases with 
~-----.. ---.. --.-.-...... -.-., .. -.. -.--.. -" ..... -... -... -..•.. ., .•. __ ...•.. _"._ ........ -."................ .. ..... _............. ......... . 
the upper levels of the hierarchical orderings should be avoided. Un-
fortunately, these are precisely the two bases which occupy the two highest 
levels in the organization of the present Specification. Thus~ there may 
be considerable resistance against adopting a more logical, but drastically 
different, organ i zat ion. 
Shortcomings of Present Organization 
It appears highly desirable-!hat the textual organization be 
related to the abo_y~ ..... ~§ .. ?~~ .. j.D ..... ~2.~.~.s.ys..~ematic hierarchical combination. 
The present organization of the Specification clearly does not satisfy 
this requirement. As an il1ustra~Jon, the rel~tions of the major sections 
of the 1969 AISC Specification to these b~ses are shown in Table 3.1. A 
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relationship denoted by an X ~mpl ies specific use of the basis in the 
section. The growth of the specification by accretion is evident. 
Part 2, covering.plastic design, consists only of exceptions to Part 
which contains the general procedural section as well as provisions 
appropriate only to ~orking stress design. 
As a further illustration of the present organization, an 
alternate organizational network to that of Fig. 2.2 is shown in Fig. 3.1. 
This network corresponds roughly to the interpretation of the present 
edition incorporated in Ref. 1. Note that the network has the same terminal 
nodes as Fig. 2.2, i.e., involves the same criteria, but their order is 
considerably different. Each of the input data items. (defined in Appendix C) 
controlling the organizational nodes is labeled as to the base used. It 
is clear that there is no systematic, hierarchically organized relationship 
between the nodes of the network and the bases of organization~ 
3. 1 ·3 Decomposition cif Criteria 
The reason why the present organization of the Specification 
is inconsistent an~_ not amenable to alternate textual formats at the top 
--------.-~ .. ---.-.-.. -..• -... -...:....--.-.-.--.... . -"'-~"'-'--.'.""-'--' 
level 1 ies with the definition of the present criteria. 
A reexamination of Table 2.1 will reveal that the criteria in 
the present Specification cannot be completely defined in terms of the 
elements of the bases discussed above. Returning to the example of the 
criterion cited in Section 2.2.2, the criterion J'Compression Member Check" 
can be defined or I'tagged ll as pertaining to 
r Tye~ __ ~f c anponent = member 
l Type of stress state = compression 
but the criterion cannot be uniquely defined by llmj~~tate since both 
- ------ -----_ .. _---._------_ .. _------ -- ----~1. 
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instability and yielding limit states'are applicable. Furthermore, it 
---- ---- _. __ .. -.--_ .. _---_.- -'_.--" --_. -----.------. ----.---- -----------
since the effects of b~ng are not included in this criterion. 
Thus, before alternate top-level textual formats can be generated, 
it will be necessary to decompose the present criteria, o'r identify new 
----_._-.--_ .. -.-.-_.,-_ ..•... _. 
o~~, which can be uniquely defined in terms of t~ bases described. An 
attempt at such a decomposition, and illustrations of the resul ting 
a lternat ive formats that may be generated ~_p.r.esented in Section 4.1. 
3.2 Intermediate Levels 
On the intermediate level, within each of the sections defined 
by the top level, the Specification typically deals with a single criterion 
or a set of closely related criteria and their underlying functional net-
wo r k. Th j s netw(?rk __ ~on?J_~ts.--.9£.-j.lJ.t~!'T~l~te~Lprov i s ions and fo rmu 1 as where 
--_ ...... --.--'-"--- -- ... ,.,.,.--., .. ,-,... .' .. . .... .... "'" .. ' .....• -.-
the output from one provision becomes an ingredient for another, higher 
level provision. A typical network of this type has been presented in 
Fig .. 2.1. 
A textual arrangement of such cascades of provisions can take 
one of two alternative forms, corresponding to the concepts of direct or 
cond i t i ana 1 executi on as in t roduced _i n ~ef. 1. A textua 1 a r rangem~l]t for 
'-~----.- .. - .. ,.- ---.---_ .. ", '-"~"--'---~--' ,-', .. - .'-
d~~~_~_~x~~_~~-i_~_~ means that a lower-level provisi_().~ is listed before any 
higher-level provision referring to it so that all terms, conditions, etc., 
---- .... -.... _-- ........... -.. _-
are defined before their first use. By contrast, the textual representa-
tion of conditional execution starts with the highest,' output-level cri-
teria and then proceeds to 1 ist the intermediate and lower level provisions 
in the logical order they would be encountered in any actual processing. 
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The procedures developed for generating textual formats according to the 
two alternative strategies are discussed in Section 4.2, and illustrated 
with examples. 
3.3 Detailed.L~vels 
The detailed level of textual format corresponds roughly to a 
singl€ paragraph in the Specification text. This level is not specifically 
shown in the logic network, as information on this level is typically 
contained in a single decision table and represented as a single node in 
the network. 
There are again two gen~ral approaches' to the textual expression 
of t~ logic, corresponding to the immediate and delayed decision rules 
for converting decision tables into flow diagrams, as described, for in-
stance, by Fenves [2J. The immediate decision rule leads most directly 
to the most common outcomes, while the delayed decision rule requires the 
fewest number of tests in arriving at an outcome. 
It appears that human comprehension is aided by the immediate 
decision rule while automatic data .processing can benefit from delayed 
decisions. These advantages can be real ized without confl ict. It appears 
that just one of the two approaches should be used in the text to avoid 
discordance. An example 'of a Specification paragraph organized according 
to the two strategies is given in Section 4.3. 
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CHAPTER 4 
AIDS FOR ORGANIZING THE SPECIFICATION 
Computer aids have been developed in this study to automatically 
generate topical outl ines for the Specification and to perform intermediate 
level organization for either conditional or direct execution. These 
aids are presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. No computer aids are available 
for detailed level organization, but examples of processing decision tables 
by the 'delayed decision or immediate decision rule are presented in 
Section 4.3. 
4.1 Top Level Organization 
The overall organization of the Specification can be generated 
by hierarchic~lly structur'ing the independent bases presented in Section 3.1.1. 
A program (OUTLiNE) developed in this study will generate ~opi~ll outl.ines 
of the Specification for any of the 3!= 6 possible orderings of the three 
bases: limit states) stress states) and physical components. The basis 
"philosophy of design" has been omitted because it would proba'bly not be 
a major basis of organization for the reasons discussed in Section 3.1.1, 
but could be easily added at the cost of much redundancy in the out] ine. 
The input to the OUTLINE program consists of a 1 ist of all appl i-
cable combinations of elements of the three-1>ases, referred to as "trip_~ets." 
Elements of the bases are 1 ists of the appl icable types of components, 
1 imit states) and stress states. Subel~men~~3L[~._I"t$..~_(:L to' defIne .~he 
different types of elements more explic~_ly. For example, consider the 
following triplet: 
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x __ ' 5'\.,'J,-I..··;/tL.G._ 
Type of component = member, thin-walled shape 
Type of stress state = axial force, compression 
Typ~ of 1 imit state = instabil ity, global 
In this triplet, thin-walled shape is the subtype of member, 
and member is the type of component. A similar relation exists for the 
stress state and 1 imit state bases. Note that the ter!l:l_~lobal.j_I!_?_t_§t,jJ ity 
referst_~_~~~_~§J:· __ jnsta_bili~y (Euler buckl ing in columns or lateral-torsional 
instabil ity in b;::ams), whereas, local instabil ity (used in later examples) 
refers to buckl ing of flanges or webs at a local ized point along a member. 
wide-flanges, boxes, T-sections, channels, etc., and should not be confused 
'with 1 ight-gage, cold-formed products. This triplet will appear in the 
topical outl ine hierarchically structured for a given ordering of the three 
bases. An identification label, such as a se<;;:.:t:iqn heaging, may be input 
with a triplet, and it will appear in the outline along with the triplet. 
The L~L0i'C-IN_§) program ha s the capa.b LLLty.of hand 1 In..g_rJ1§J().r_~lements_oftrjpl~ts 
with one level of subelements, which seems to be sufficient at the present 
time. However, if necessary, the program could be modified to include 
more than one level of subelements. 
After a data file of all the val id combinations of elements 
and subelements of the three bases, i.e., the applicable triplets, has been 
prepared, one needs only to specify the order of the bases for generating 
an outline. The program then begins to generate every possible combination 
of bases, checking to see which combinations or triplets have been 1 isted 
as val id by the user. The val id triplets are output in conventional 
outline form. 
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The elements and subelements in the outl ine (i.e.) subtopics 
of the outl ine) are output in the same order as they appear in the input 
files This order may be changed by making corresponding changes or order 
in the data file. The program could be modified to automatically reorder 
elements and subelements to produce a better organized topical outl ine. 
Detailed examples of using the OUTLINE program to generate the 
__ >o __ ~ __ .~ .. __ . __ ._._> .... ~_ ...... _ .. _.,_.' ...... _._ .. _ •• ~, ... ___ .•.... _.. ....•• ". . .•.. ",~,.""o •••• _ ••••• " •••••• • .... ___ ••••• , ••••••• ,~., ••••••••• __ .. ,._ .'. 
Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. 
4. 1 • 1 Generation of a Topical Outline Based on the Criteria in the 
Present Specification 
As discussed in Section 3.1.3, many of the design criteria in 
the present Specification, shown in Table 2.1, canno!..be uniqLlelyAefined 
by a single tr-iplet. To demonstrate this ph~nomenon, the.>o-_~Tipl~ts applying 
to each design criterion were 1 isted and used as input to the OUTLINE 
program. A tabulation of the triplets is given in Table 4.1. The triplets 
consist of labels denoting specific elements and subelements of the three 
bases followed by a section number or identification label. The identifi-
cation label will appear in the-outl lne alongside the triplet and will serve 
to show where a particular criterion or provision is referenced in the outl ine. 
A d3shed subelement entry for any base means that no description at the 
sube1ement level for that base is necessary, i.e., the element label for 
the base was sufficient for defining the triplet. For example, the first 
row of Table 4.1- corresponding to the first triplet is _interpreted as 
fo 11 ows: 
Type of component = element of connection, pin 
Type of 1 imit state = yielding, (no subelement) 
Type of str_ess state = bearing, (no subelement) 
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The section heading, l.5.l.S.A, indicates that this triplet pertains to 
that section in the Specification. (Actually, the section headings in this 
example correspond to those in the decision table representation of the 
Specification [1].) 
It should be emphasized that the assignment of triplets to the 
existing design criteria shown in Table 4.1 is tentative and is intended 
only to be an example of using the computer program developed in this 
study. Reasonable care and judgment were use~ but a more detailed study 
wi 11 be necessary if the Specification Advisory Committee decides to use 
OUTLINE for a top level organization aid. 
A concise listing of all. the elements and subelements of the 
three bases used in the list of triplets in Table 4.1 is shown in Table 4.2. 
This information was generated as partial output of the OUTLINE program. 
Using the input data shown in Table 4.1, the OUTLINE program 
was used to generate out1 ines for two possible hierarchical orders of the 
three bases: (1) components, 1 imit states, stress states, and (2) components, 
stress states) 1 imit states. Tre two outl ines are given in Tables 4.3 and 
4.4, respectively. The outl ine given in Table 4.3 has sl ight1y less re-
dundancy than the one given in Table 4.4. The order--components) 1 imit 
states) stress states--seems to be the most logical top level organization 
for the Specification) because components and 1 imit states are completely 
exhaustive as discussed in Section 3.1.1. In addition) there usually are 
more stress states associated with a given limit state than limit states 
associated with a given stress state; thus, tbere will be l~s redundancy 
if stress states occupy a lower level than limit states in the hierarchical 
~------ ------------_.-•. _---. __ .. __ ... _-_._--_._-- .. _---_.- ........ _.-... _ .. _ ... __ .-.. _--_ .. _._ ... --.. -...... -. .. _._---_ .. 
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It is apparent that the two orders of bases chosen are the 
most promising for top level organization of the Specification. However,. 
for the sake of comparison, the outl ines corresponding to the other four 
possible orders of the three bases, i.e., with 1 imit states o~ _~!.T~sS 
sta_t~?. __ ~s the topmost basis of organization, are included· in Appendix A. 
No discussion of these outl ines is presented in this report, and any 
interpretat ion or conclus ions are LeJ.t up to the reader. 
In the outl ines given in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, pertinent section 
headings of the present Specification appear on the right-hand side of 
the page and on the same line as the last element or subelement in the 
t rip 1 e t • J.r:1 J9 ~.l~L.~.~_~ __ t h~fi.r.~ ~ __ ~r i p 1 e ti n the ou t 1 i;ne i s mernb~.rs, t hi n-
walled shapes; yielding; and axial force, tension (i.e., outl ine Sections 1, 
1.1, 1.1.1, 1.1.1.1, and 1.1.1.1.1); and the corresponding section heading 
in the present Specification is l.5.1.1.A. TJ1_~ __ ~~cond trip).et in the 
outline is identical except that the last subelement is compression instead 
of tens ion (i .e., 1.1.1.1.2 instead of 1.1.1.1.1); there are two sections 
in the present Specification pertaining to that triplet, 1.5. 1.3.A and 
2.3.A. Other triplets in the outl ine in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 can be examined 
in the same manner. 
In both of the example out1 ines, there are numerous cases where 
more than one section heading is output alongside a triplet. This occurs 
in every case where a triplet is associated with more than one of the 
present criteria 1 isted in Table 2.1. In addi tion, there are Cases where 
a single section heading is associated with several different triplets in 
the example outl ines. For example, section heading 1.5. l.3.A of the present 
Specification appears with five different triplets in both of the outl ines. 
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This happens because many of the pre~t criteria cannot be uniquely 
defined by one triplet. 
A satisfactory top level organization of the Specification 
should provide that each design criterion be uniquely associated with one 
triplet and that a single triplet apply to only one particular design 
criterion. Outl ines generated according to this scheme would have only 
one section heading 1 isted with each triplet, and a particular section 
heading would appear only once in each outl ine. This concept will be 
",' 
discussed and illustrated in the next section. 
J 
4.1.2 Generation of an Outline for a New or Modified Specification 
For a new or vastly modified Specification, the input to the 
OUTLINE program would be a 1 ist of all v~l id triplets corresponding to 
the criteria to be incorporated in the new Specification. The elements 
and sJ..Ibe 1 ements of th~ ... CQ[Ilponents, 1 im its ta tes, and stress s ta tes to be 
considered in the Specification should be enumerated first, and from this 
t h~~lQ.- .. ~q!!}.~_~~~_t.i..~n.~_.g.r ... :t.r.Lp..L~ .. t $_ .. ~.C3.nJHL_LL5_te.d • La bel s ca n be inc 1 u d ed 
wJ!J1~~.c;:_b .. E_.L.el~!_ . !.?_~~~.<?!~ ... _~~~._~_Pp 1 i ~a~.l e prg.y is i on for text-wr i t i n9 .. E.l:l.r-
poses. 
An example of an outline for a modified Specification is given 
in Tables 4.6 and 4.7. For this example the 1 ist of triplets input to 
the OUTLINE program was modified from the 1 ist in Table 4.1 so that each 
design criterion would be uniquely defined by a single triplet and each 
---.-- . ,._--:---... - .... _-
triplets used as input is given in Table 4~5 and is the same as the 1 ist 
in Table~l, except that all dupl icate triplets have been removed. The 
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triplets were tagged with different section headings (identification labels) 
such as Provisions 1, 2, 3, etc. The same orderings of the bases used in 
the two previous outlines were used for the out] ines in Tables 4.6 and 4.7. 
Consequently, the outl ines in Tables 4.6 and 4.7 are exactly the same as 
the outl ines in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, respectively, except that the section 
headings appearing with each triplet in the outl ines are different. Each 
section heading appears only once in the outl ines in Tables 4.6 and 4.7, 
and there is only one section heading per triplet. 
The outl ines in Tables 4.6 and 4.7 represent topical outl ines for 
a new Specification based on the concepts developed in this chapter. Each 
design criterion would be uniquely tagged with a single triplet, which 
means that the design criteria a~.~ __ jJ}dependent of one another. A design_ 
- ______ - .... --...,~- • ,'~-.-..... ,-•• •• .. " ..... "-... __ "".,."' ..... ,...,...~~"...., .. ~, ••• _ •• _ •• '_"_ •• M .. ""'_ ..... ~-~·~ .. , .. - •••• ...-. __ -
crit~ria, but would st.ill be independent at the output level. 
4.2 Intermediate Level Organization 
The intermediate level organization of the Specification dis-
cussed in Section 3.2 will serve to organize a single c~iterion or a set 
of related criteria and their functional network for direct or conditional 
execution. A computer program (NETWORK) has been developed in this study 
to automatically generate a logical network for a criterion or set of 
criteria. The paths of the network are sorted in the order of shortest to 
-----------_.--_ ..• 
- ." , .... -- .. -.. --~.----..... ". - .. 
longest path for conditional execution, and in the order of longest to 
----- - --- - - ------- - ---------- -------'----------
s ho rtes t _~~~-.!~~ __ ._~.!_ rect execut jon. I n add it i on to sort i ng bY .. __ l.eng~ 
of paths, related paths are grouped so that they represe._n-t_.s_L.l~!].~t~orks~ 
---_._-_._--------.....---_. __ ._-............... -_._.'-----" .. -. --.. --.-~, .. ---- ... -.. --.... ~--.--"' .. - _ .. " ....... --_."'.'. 
Thus, the paths are output ilL01u.c.b __ tbe_.s_9.!I!..~_~i?yas they would appear in a 
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graphical display of the network. The program traces out paths in the 
network by using the information in a file of data items and their direct 
ingredience 1 ists~ This data file is independent of any top level orga~iza-
tion of the Specification; it would change only when the content of the 
Specification is changed. 
As an __ jJtus_~ration of intermediate level organization by tl-e 
NETWORK program, the network for the present criterion "Compression Mem-
ber Check" (TCOMPR) shown in F i~_~ __ .~_:.-~ has been organ i zed for direct execu-
tion in Section 4.2.1 and for conditional execution in Section 4.2.2. 
4. 2. 1 Direct Execution 
As discussed in Section 3.2, direct execution requires that all 
lower-level provisions be 1 isted before the higher-level ones. The direct 
The data items given in the example are defined in Table 2.1 and in 
Appendix C. Examination of Fig. 2.1 shows that the longest chain of inter-
related provisions is the one starting at node ABEFF, defining b according 
--- e 
to Equations C3-1 and C3-2. Thus, thI.? __ P_~E~~tJ_?_}.<:>~ ·would have t<:> be listed 
first. With(SJ known, ~.h~ __ ._~_ff.~~_!Jve area of a stiffened element can be 
computed, then the shape factor:"~a' etc. In Table 4.8, a single asterisk 
indicates that the data item has been 1 isted previously, and a double 
asterisk means that the subnetwork of data items pertinent to that data 
item has been listed previously and is not repeated ,10 av_oid redundancy. 
In essence, the asterisks represent cross-references needed in the text. 
The canputational steps corresponding to Table 4.8 are shown in Table 4.9 
with the indentations indicating the hierarchical levels of data items. 
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It should be clear that an outline of the type shown above could 
be used to write a "foolproof," step-by-step procedure for the hierarchical 
sequence of computations and checks for each criterion. However, several 
points should be noted in connection with this alternative: 
4.2.2 
a) the sequence of provisions listed correspdnds to the longest 
path from all ingredient data items to the terminal criterion; 
b) as a result of this organization, cross-references always 
"point to" previously defined data items occurring at lower 
levels (e.g., the datum "check unstiffened element ll at 
step 14, level 6 involves data items introduced to define 
Q
s 
at step 6, .Jevel 3; Q
s 
itself is again used in the com-
putat ion of F at step 9, level 5); 
a 
c) from the standpoint of the textual organization, this scheme 
has a major weakness, namely that the most complex case 
has to be defined first (in this case, the entire Appendix C 
of the Specification) before shortcuts can be identified. 
Conditional Execution 
An· alternate possible organization, termed conditional execution, 
was a 1 so discussed inSect·i on 3.2. In· th i s scheme, one proceeds in the 
diametrically opposite fashion from direct execution by first 1 isting the 
highest level criterion, and then its immediate ingredients, etc. The 
conditional execution network for "Compression Member Check" is shown in 
Table 4.10. The computational steps corresponding to this example are 
shown in Table 4.11, with the indentations indicating the hierarchical 
levels of data items. 
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In comparing the organization shown in Table 4.11 to that given 
by direct execut ion, it can be seen tha t: 
a) the sequence of provisions corresponds to the shortest 
reverse path from the terminal criterion to all ingredient 
data; 
b) cross-references st ill "po i nt to" prev ious ly def i ned items, 
but the latter now occur at higher levels, i.e., closer 
to the terminal datum (compare the relative positions of 
two data items discussed above); 
c) since the organization proceeds from the general to the 
specific, procedur~s correspondihg to usu~l cases may be 
. ·-descr-i bed -f i-rs-t,--- anci-tI nu sua -l·-c ase s-o r--exee p-tio AS ....... tr-ea-t·ed--· 
accordingly. 
An attempt has been made to convert the ccmputational steps of 
Table 4.11 to a complete textual format organized for conditional execution. 
The provisions used are essentially unchanged from their form in the present 
Specification, i.e., there has been no reorganization at the detailed 
level. Only the order of the provisions has been changed from the present 
Specification to reflect organization for conditional execution. The 
corresponding textual format is given in Appendix B. 
No attempt Was made to develop the textual format for check of 
a compression member organized for direct execution. A direct execution 
textual format would not be efficient for automatic design checking, nor 
would it be very suitable for manual usage. If it were desired to write 
text for direct ex~cution, the provisions would be precisely the same, 
but organized in an order corresponding to the computational steps of 
Table 4.9. 
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4.2.3 Present Intermediate Level Organization of the Specification 
The computational steps for "Compression Member Check," as 
listed in Tables 4.9 and 4.1 1 for direct and conditional execution have 
been 1 isted again in Table 4.12 in the general order that they appear in 
the present AISC Specification. On inspection of this table, it is obvious 
that the present organization of this particular criterion bears,no resemb-
lance to the proposed organization for either direct or conditional exe-
cution. The pertinent provisions in the present Specification seem to be 
so randomly ordered with respect to the proposed intermediate level organi-
zational schemes that it is difficult to make any significant or meaningful 
compa rison. 
4.2.4 Intermediate Level Organization in Conjunction with Top Level 
o rga n i za t ion 
Portions or sections of a top level organizational outl ine can, 
be organized at t!he int~.!:.!:!1ediate level for direct or conditional execution 
us ing the NETWORK program. The" .. ? i,!.S}.e ~esig!l_ ~.~Lt~!ion or set of related 
desi gn cr iter ia appea ring in the sect i on under cons i dera t ion ~.§,~ as the 
input for the problem. 
-----------:-----
I n Tab 1 es 4. 13 and 4. 15, the s~ .. :t.Qf desigp".Er iter i a found in 
Part 2 of the topical outl ines shown in Tables !±.~]_.ar1d 4.4 ("Elements of 
Members") have been organized' for direct and conditional execution. These 
~riterie are given as section headings alongside the triplets, 
i.e., l.S.l.S.A, 1.lO.S.l.A, l.lO.S.2.A, 1.10.S.2.B, l~10;5.2.C, 
and 1.10. 10.A. The corresponding names of the design criteria are given 
in Table 2.1, and the\data_JJ;,~m~Jm§!l<i.~_9.h.!-IP the functional network are 
defined in Appendix C. The computational 'steps corresponding to direct 
v 
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and con d i t i 0 na 1 ex e cut ion 0 f t h es e des i g ncr i t e ria are s tlOW n i n Tab 1 e s 4. 1 4 
- ------
and_4. 16, r~~pectively. No attempt Was made to convert the computational 
steps to text, because of inconsistencies- discussed later in Section 4.2.5. 
The topical outl ines used have multiple section headings, and a 
section heading may appear 'more than once in the outl ine. Thus, the 
functional network generated for a section of the outl ine is not unique to 
that part alone. It is important to note that intermediate level organiza-
tion would be more useful in the case where each design criterion is uni-
quely defined by one triplet, as in Examples 4.3 and 4.4. In that case, 
criteria before any intermediate l~vel organizatfon woul~ be done. 
4.2.5 Effect of the Network Model on Intermediate Level Organization 
The logical network of design criteria and their ingredients 
is actually a model chosen for automatic intermediate level organization. 
Obviously, any organization based on the model is subject to any inconsis-
tencies or limitations inherent in the model. In this section, such cases 
will be briefly discussed. 
The NETWORK program described previously and its underlying con-
cepts have one serious shortcoming in that the program treats common and 
dynamic ingredients al ike in generating outl ines. The dynamic ingredients, 
which relate to the Ilif-then" conditions of the decision tables, have major 
effect on the possible textual formats, which is not exploited by the present 
program. For exampl e, the network for IICompress ion Member Checkll in 
Fig. 2.1 includes the boolean data item IIAppendix C Desired?" (denoted by 
BAPDXC). If a designer does not wish to use Appendix C, i.e., it is known 
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that BAPDXC = IINO, II then it wi 11 not be necessary to compute those items 
pertaining exclusively to Appendix C, e.g., Q , Q , and b. The networks. 
s a e 
sorted for direct and conditional execution in Tables 4.8 and 4.10 (or 
presented as step-by-step outl ines in Tables 4.9 and 4.11) show that· the 
data items used in Appendix C are given a position in the' network (or out-
1 ine) based on length of path or level from output. However, it can be 
anticipated that many designers will choose not to use Appendix C. Thus, 
it seems that the intermediate level 0.rg~nj_?ationa1 scheme shQulc:I.9JJ9W· 
--.--... - .. '".,- .. ,-...... -.-.-~ .. ~ ... '.' .......... , .............. , ......... -- .............. -.. 
for_s_~p~_!.:.§3~J()r1 of particular provisions or subnetworks requiring special 
cons i derat ion. 
Another difficulty ~ith the NETWORK progra~ is that it does not 
but yet quite different with respect to the data items required as ingredi-
ents. For example, the intermediate level organization of the group of 
design criteria shown in Tables 4.13 through 4.16 is again done according 
to length of path or level from output; consequently, the design criteria 
to be c h ec ked are i n term i xed. Mo res p ec i fica I 1 y, i n Tab 1 e 4. I 6, the t yp e 
of des}gn criteria to be checked in the order of conditional execution are: 
shear, compression, bearing, shear, compression, and shear. This order 
is reversed for direct execution in Table 4.14. It would be desirable to 
modify NETWORK so that it is capable of grouping all the criteria for shear, 
compression, etc., in addition to sorting by length of path. 
The structuring of data in the Specification plays an important 
role in the intermediate level organizatfon. There ar~ several possible 
means'of structuring the data. For computational efficiency, often used 
quantities, such as Kt/r, should be considered distinct data items. On 
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the other hand, for. a compact data structure, only the independent quanti-
ties, such as K, ,{" and r, should be stored. However, in order to display 
a step-by-step logical procedure for text-writing purposes, it may be 
necessary to consider all conditiohs involving boolean tests as separate· 
data items. For instance, the conditional tests "Kt/r < C " or "Kt/r./ 200," 
, - c :::.. 
could be treated as separate data items. The obvious disadvantage in this 
data storage plan is that the size of the data structure is increased 
immensely. 
As is true with developing any model, inconsistencies and 1 imita-
~--.-.-.-------~----- .. -- .. -- _.----...... _.-_ .. - --.,'-'--" '" -_. . 
tjons do not become well-defined until a trial'version of the model is 
developed and its behavior analyzed. It is expected tha~ the difficulties 
with the model for intermediate level organization will be resolved in 
future studies. The NETWORK program Can be improved to ease the task of 
choosing the best textual format, but undoubtedly cases will arise where 
the final choice will have to be made by the Specification Advisory Committee. 
4.3 Detailed Level Organization 
The detailed organization of paragraphs or sections of the text 
can be made using the decision table representatlon of the Specification [lJ. 
As discussed in Section 3.3, the immediate or delayed decision logic can be 
used to convert the decision tables into a format for textual expression. 
As an example of the structuring techniques available, a single 
paragraph of the present Specification will be used. 
Section 1.10.2 currently reads: "The clear distance between 
flanges, in inches,.shall not exceed 
14,000 
JF (F + 16.5) y Y 
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times the web thickness, where F is the yield stress of the compression y 
flange" except that it need not be less than 2,,000/F when transverse y 
1 
stiffeners are provided" spaced not more than 12' times the gi rder depth. 11 
Assuming that Ilit ll in the third 1 ine refers to d/t) a possible resulting 
dec1sion table is: 
Transverse st i ffenenl, prov i ded 
Stiffener spacing <.1.5d 
.i < 14,000 
t - ~ F (F + 16.5) 




Section 1.10.2 satisfied 
Section 1.10.2 not satisfied 





y y y y 
y y y N 
y N N y 
y N 
y y y 
y 





into two n~arly equal halves. In this case, exact halving is not possible, 
but the first two conditions separate the table into three parts of roughly 
the same number of rules. The text corresponding to that logic might read: 
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Rules (1) - (2): lilf no transverse stiffeners are provided, the clear 
distance between flanges shall not exceed that given by 
d 
'/ F (F + 16.5) \ Y Y 
14,OOOt (a) 
Rules (3) -"(5): Illf transverse stiffeners are provided, and their 
spacing is not more than 1t times the girder depth, the clear dis-
tance either shall not exceed that given by (a), or shall not exceed 





Rules (6) - (7): Illf transverse stiffeners are provided, but their 
spacing exceeds 1t times the girder depth, the clear distance shall not 
exceed that given by (a).11 
The repetitive nature of the text is obvious. 
4·3.2 Immediate Decision Logic 
The immediate decision logic attempts to isolate as soon as 
possible a given rule (presumably, the most frequent ones first). The 
corresponding text may be more" readily generated if the previous table is 
condensed, by recognizing that rules (1), (3) and (6) can be combined into 
one (the first three conditions of rules (3) and (6), namely [V V V} and 
[V N V} combine into a single rule [V I V}, and this new rule, combined 
with the [N I V} of rule (1) yields a single rule [I I V}). The result-
ant decision table "is: 
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(1,3)6) (4) (2) (5) 
Transverse stiffeners provided Y N Y 
Stiffener spacing < 1.5d Y Y 
.£< 14z000 Y N N N t - JF (F + 16.5) y Y 
.9.< 2000 Y N 
t - ~ y 
Section 1.10.2 sa tis f i ed Y Y 
Section 1.10.2 not satisfied Y Y 
The text may now read: 
liThe clear distance between flanges shall not .exceed that given by 
(a) (Rules (1)) (3), (6)), except that if transverse stiffeners, 
spaced not more than 1t times the girder depth, are provided, the 






This sentence reads very much 1 ike the present one, except for the clarifi-
cation of the predicate "it" and the shift in sentence structure to make 
the conditional clause "spaced not more than 1t times the girder depth" 




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Summa ry 
An abstract model of the AISC Specification has been developed 
in this study. The Specification consists of a collection of design 
criteria along with a hierarchical sequerice of computations, checks, 
formulas, 1 imits, etc., and can be represented independently of its textual 
representation by a graph or logical network. The grouping and ordering 
of the criteria in the Specification may be represented by a second, or 
organizational) network so as to provide a logical and consistent entry 
to the various criteria which must be evaluated according tothe Specifi-
cation. 
The format of the text of the Specification must be ·viewed at 
----- -------------------
three I eve Is: (I) t~y e I, (2) i n term ed i a 1; e I eve 1, and (3) de ta i led 
---_._-, 
level. The top level provides the overall organization of the text by 
hierarchically structuring independent bases for grouping the design 
criteria. The LIJ.t§.!:.rDediate level provides for organization of the func-
----- "' .-.•. -.... -.--.-~--~--~ ~-, .. ---- --'--'-'-~- -.".-- "... . 
tional network used in evaluation of a particular criterion or set of 
cr i te ria. The functional network can be organized for con9~t:.!-.?nal or 
direct execution. Detailed level organization of specific sections or 
------_. 
paragraphs of the text can be obtained by organizing individual decision 
tables for delayed decision or immediate decision logic. 
In this study aids have been presented for organizing the AISC 
Specification at the top level, intermediate level,and detailed level. 
The top level organization, consisting of overall topical outl ines, can 
be generated by hierarchically structuring the three major independent 
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bases using the OUTLINE computer program. Another computer program, 
NETWORK, can be used to organize a single criterion or group of criteria 
and their functional network for direct or conditional execution. Detailed 
level organization of paragraphs or sections of the text can be based on 
the algorithms for immediate or delayed decision processing of decision 
tables. 
5.2 Scenario for Future Specification Development 
The concept that the text of the Specification can be closely 
related to its logical structure has permitted substantial computer aids 
to the Specification Advisory.Committee in developing the textual organi-
zation. It is envisioned that future changes or reorganization of the Speci-
fication will be processed as follows: 
a) the proyisions, concepts, changes, etc., will be submitted 
to the Advisory Committee for discussion and conceptual 
approval; 
b) the approved provisions and concepts will be written as 
decision tables to expl icitly describe the logic and to 
screen out inconsistencies, omissions, etc.; 
~ (c~ the logical ·network for the Specification will be generated 
. , .. _ ..... / 
from the decision tables, and thclr overall impl ications and 
connections wiT 1 be evaluated; 
d) a top level organizational scheme as discussed in Section 3. 1 
will be used to generate a topical outline for the Speci-
fication; 
e) an intermediate level organization for either conditional 
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or direct execution as described in Section 3.2 will be made 
based on the logical network; and 
f) the detailed text will be written from the decision tables 
corresponding to an immediate or delayed decision rule 
as gi.ven in Section 3.3. 
5.3 Suggestions for Future Work 
Methods and aids ·for organizing the Specification have been pre-· 
sented in Chapters 3 and 4. Intermediate level and detailed level organiza-
tion can be appl ied as demonstrated in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. ~er-!._there 
~.£ __ .I1J~J~.'=-- .. ~.~C:!!'I?a<:..k in applying the aid for top level organization. The 
problem is that the present criteria are not defined in a sufficiently formal 
manner to allow a consistent and unambiguous treatment. This particular prob-
lem, along with specific appl ication of the organizational tools to the pre-
sent Spec i fica t ion, is the bas i s for sugges ted futu re work. It is recommended 
that a representative subset of the Specification be selected and the concepts 
developed in this study applied to it. A possible subset may consist of the 
provisions for columns, beams, and beam-columns in Parts 1 and 2 of the pre-
sent Specification, and the corresponding provisions from the Load Factor 
study by Galambos [5J. 
The suggested work could be conducted in the following three stages: 
1) The design criteria in the selected subset of the Specification 
can be ~omposed i ntQ_._~g_~;J_~. ___ <;rJ_.t~IJ..~L! For examp 1 e, the cr iter i on for check 
of a§b-e-r--L;:}_~~ .. ~-i~iJ can be decomposed into the ba sic c r iter i a for check 
fo-.C-YIE?J.9.LI}9L 1 §_!_~T§l-.t<?E_~_l?na!. i n_?_~~~jJj ty, and 1 Q...caJ ___ L~s._~~b i 1 i ty. Each of 
the basic criteria in this subset would then be II~geq~.~_Q. denote which 1 imit 
state, stress state, or type of component it pertains to. Decomposing a 
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general design criterion requires a detailed study so as to isolate the appro-
priate basic criteria that can be uniquely defined by only one triplet. 
_~ _______ ._,~._ .•. , __ .• , _____ ."' __ ••.• _ ._._~. __ ._ "~""_r' _ ............... _ .•..•.•. _. "" __ '''' __ ''' ___ ~ 
(~) The N~~~R~ __ PTogram shoul d be improved so as to remove the 
1 im i tat i Ons-andi ncons i stene i es discussed p rev i ous 1 yin Sect ion 4.2.5. The 
,. __ • __ --•. --~-- ._A··"·" 
two computer programs developed in this study can then be combined to 
process the selected subset of criteria. The resulting combined program 
should have the capability of taking a specified hierarchical sequence of 
triplets as input, and then output a top-level outl ine of the subset of· 
the Specification along with the appropriate section headings. In addition, 
a 11 of the pa ramete rs, c~Llta t _i()lla 1 steps, etc., n~_~ded to eva 1 ua te the 
basi~_~~iteria should be output for direct execution or conditional execu-
----_.... . ... - . . 
t i on to serve as the i £I_t~rmedi a te~ 1 eve l(?T.gaJlJ.z_~t ion. A close examination 
should be made <;>f;...dyn9mtc ingredience rela_~)~ns.h~ps in tre functional net-
work, as this concept ·Was not explored in the present study. The program· 
developed in this second stage will allow writers of the Specification to 
investigate various alternative top and intermediate level organizations 
~h very 1 ittle manual effort. 
3) The program discussed in stage 2 is conceived as an aid for 
producL!lg __ !.~.~tugL .. prganizations. Therefore, it has the 1 imitation of re-
ferring to a s.ingl_~ __ ~.omponent, 1 imit state, or stress state at any t ime.As 
a third stage of study, this algorithm could be expanded to control the actual 
computations. This would require including the concepts of subscripted data 
as discussed in Ref. 3. Subscripting the input data and the output allows 
~e user to work with particular members in a structure, particular stations 
within a member, etc. O~_.-~~ __ ~_s algorithm can handle subscripte9 input 
and parameters, it will be a prototype for interaction between general ized 
.-------==--------
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Table 2.1, Design Criteria in Present Specification 
Level from 
Criterion Input 
Tensi6~ Check 7 
Shear Check 3 
Compress i on Member Check 8 
Bending Check 7 
Bearing Check 3 
Check of Tension Stress in Connector 4 
Check of Shear Stress in Connector S 
Check of Bearing Stress in Connector 4 
Stress Check in Welded Connections 4 
Check of Mason ry Bea ring 3 
Check of Combined Stress (Compression and Bending) 9 
Check of Combined Stress (Compression and Bending, 8 
RA. L E • O. 1 S) 
Check of Combined Stress (Tension and Bending) 7 
Check of Combined Stress in Connector 's 
Compression (Bearing Stiffeners) Check 4 
Check of Shea r on Beams/G i rders 2 
Check of Shear on Hybrid/AS14 Steel Girder 4 
Check of Shear on Beams/Girders with Stiffeners 7 
Check of Compression (Web Toe of Fillet) 5 
Check of Encased Composite Beams 3 
Check of Non-Encased Composite Beam 6 
Connection Check 8 
Heterogeneous Connection 
Check of Geometrical Requirements 7 
Geometry Check on Welded Connections 3 
Check of Vertical Bracing 2 
Member Check (Plastic Design) 5 










Table 2.2, Reformulation of Decision Table 1.5.1.3.a 
ORIGINAL DECISION TABLE 
Main Member Y Y N N 
Bracing/Secondary Member N N Y Y 
Kt/r < C Y N Y Y 
- c 
t/r> 120 I I Y N 
f = PIA Y Y Y Y a 9 
F = Formula a C5-1 Y Y Y 
F = Formula 1.5-2 Y a 
F' = Formula 1·5-3 Y a 
F' = F Y Y Y a a 
R = f IF' y y y y a a a 
Else Rule 











Table 2.2 (Cmntinued) 
New Function 1.5.1.3.a.l 
f = PIA 
a 9 
New Decision Table 1.5. l.3.a.2 
Ktl r ::; Cc y N 
F = a Formu·la C5-1 Y 
F = Formula 1.5-~ Y a 
New Decision Table 1.5.1.3.a.3 
Br~cing/Secondary Member N Y Y 
t/r > 120 I Y N 
F' = Formula 1 .. 5-3 Y a 
F' = F Y Y 
a a 
New Function 1.5. 1.3.a.4 
R f IF' 
a a a 
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Table 3.1, Bases of Section of 1969 Specification 
Q) 
Q) .j..J 
>- .j..J ro 
..!: ro .j..J Q) .j..J 
0- .j..J C 1- (./) 
0 (./) Q) ::J 
Vl C '"0 Vl 
0 .j..J 0 Q) Vl 
e- O- U Q) 
E E 0 1-
..!: 0 1- .j..J 
a... -I U a... (./) 
Part 
1 . 1 Plans and Drawings X 
1 .2 Types of Construction X X 
1.3 Loads and Forces X 
1.4 Material 
1 .5 A 11 owab 1 e Stresses X X X X 
1 .6 Combined Stresses X X X X 
1 • 7 Fatigue X X X X 
1.8 Slenderness Ratios X X X X 
1 .9 Width Thickness Ratios X X X X 
1. 10 Plate Girders and Rol led Beams X X X X 
1. 11 Composite Construction X X X X 
1. 12 Simple and Continuous Spans X X X X 
1. 13 Deflections, Vibrat ions, and Ponding X X X X 
1.14 Gross and Net Sections X X X 
1 • 15 Conn~ctions X X X X 
1 • 16 Rivets and Bolts X X X 
1 • 17 Welds X X X 
1 • 18 Built-up Members X X X 
1. 19 Camber X X 
1 .20 Expansion X 
1. 21 Column Bases X X X 
1. 22 Anchor Bolts X X 
1. 23 Fabrication X X X X 
1 .24 Shop Painting X 
1 .25 Erection X 
1. 26 Qua 1 i t Y Con t ro 1 X 
Pa rt 2 
2. I' Scope X X 
2.2 Structural Stee 1 X X 
2.3 Vertical Bracing Systems X X X X 
2.4 Columns X X X X 
2.5 Shear X X X 
2.6 Web C r i pp 1 i ng X X X X 
2·7 Minimum Thickness X 'x X 
2.8 Connections X X X 
2·9 Lateral B rac i ng, X X X X 












































Table 4.1, Triplet Vectors Used as Input for Generating the Outl ines in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 and.Appendix A 
THE fOLLOWING TABLE CONTAINS A LISTING Of TRIPLETS USED AS INPUT TO THE OUTLINE PROGRAM. 
THE SECTION HEADING FOR A TRIPLET WILL APPEAR WITH THE TRIPLET IN THE oUTLINE GENERATrD. 
COM P 0 N [ N T S 
ELEMENT SUBELEMENT 
L f M 
EL~MENT 




sTREss S TAT E ~ 
SUBELE~tNT SEeTION MEAnING 
CO.NNECTOR 
CONNECTOR 




















-~~'RING I·· ..... -=:_-...... ...................... <I-"-""".~-'-~""""-_\~.M __ .~Q\"'\ .. _ ..... "'" ____ ~ __ ~.-" 
ELEM, Of MEMB. 









CnNNEC TI ONS 
CONNECTIONS 
CONNECTIONS 














ELE~. Of MEMBs 











lijf(r-s"f I Fri NE R S 



























THIN-WALL SHAPE j 




































































i BEARING I F'LE:)(URAL FORCE 
I flEXURAL fORCE 
I F'LE XURAL fORCE I ~~~m~~ 
! BEARING I AX I AL rORCr 
I AXIAL rORCr 
! AXIAL rORCE 
I AXIAL raRer 
! AXIAL rORCE 
I AXIAL FORCE 
1 AXIAL rORer 









COMBINED fORCES . 


















...... I tD5~iD5,A 
















COMPR+SEf..JD I NG 
eOMPR 4,BEND I NG 
eOMPR+BENOING 
. CO'"''''R,..B.ENOI NG 
eOMPR+BENDING 
COMPR ... BENDING 
eOMPR..,BENDING 
COMPRoI-BENOING 
COMPR ... BENDING 





























1.6.1 0 A 
i.6.t,R 
l e 6.1.8 
1.6~lDB 
1.6.1.8 
1 0 6.1.13 
i.6.2 o A 

































































(LElA. or MrMB, 
fLf~. Or tArtAR. 
HE .... or 101[1.18. 
ELFt-t. or MfM8. 
ELF.: .... nr MflolB. 










































































































Table 4.1. Continued 


































































































1.5.3 0 l 
1.'5.3.A 

























Table 4.2, Elements and Subelements used in the Triplets of Table 4.1 
ELEMENTS AND 5U~[lEMENTS Of THE THREE MAJOR BASES 
USED IN TH£ TRIPLETS INPUT TO THE" OUTLINE PROGRAM 
I. COMPONENTS 
A. MEMBERS 
1. THIN~WALL SHAPE 
2. SOL 10 SHAPES 
3. ENCASED COMPo 
4. NON-ENe. r.OMP. 
B. [LEM. OF M[M8. 
1. BRG STyFr~N£R~ 
2. 8M/GRDR wrB 




3" GROOVE WELD 
4. PLUG/SLOT WELD 
5. fILLET WELD 
6. SHEAR CONNECTOR 
7. BEARING SURfACE 
8. PINS 
9. ROLLER/ROCKER 





III. sTRESS STATES 
A. AXIAL rORC~ 
1. TENSION 
2. COMPRESSION 
B. fLEXURAL rORer· 
C •. SHEARING rORCE 
D. TORSIONAL FORCE 
E. BEARING , 




Table 4.3, Top Level Outl ine for Present Specification (Components, Limit States, Stress States) 







1 ,1 THINooWALL SHAPE 
t t1 u t YIELDING 
la1.1u1 AXIAL fORCE 
1.1.1a1d TENSION 
1.1.1,1,2 COMPRESSION 
1,1.1,2 FLEXURAL FORCE 
1.1.1,3 SHEARING fORCE 
1.1.1.4 COMBINED FORCES 




1.1.2.1.1 AX IAL 'fORCE 
COMPRESSYON 
1.1.2.1.2 FLEXURAL FORCE 
1,1.2.1.3 COMBINED rORCES 
COMPR+BENDING 
1.1.2.2 LOCAL 
1.1.2.2.1 AXIAL FORCE 
COMPRESSION 
1,1.2.2.2 FLEXURAL FORCE 
1.1.2,2.3 COMBINED rORCtS 
1,1.2,2.3,1 COMPR.BENDING 
1.1.2.2.3.:? TENSION+BENDING 
1.2 SOLID SHAPES 
1.201 YIELDING 
1.2.1.1 AXIAL FORCE 
1.2.1.1.1 TENSION 
1,2.1,1.:? COMPRESSION 
1.2.1,2 flEXURAL fORCE 
1.2.1.3 SHEARING F'ORCE 





1.2.2.1 AXIAL rORCE 
COMPRESSION 
1.2.2.2 F'LEXURAl rORCE 
1.2,2.3 COMBINED fORCrS 
CQMPR+BENDING 
1.3 ENCASED COMPo 
YlrLDING 
fLFXURAL rORCE 
1.4 NON-ENe. COMP, 
1 .4.1 YIELDING 
FLfXURAL rORcr 
1. 4.2 INSTABiLITY 
LOCAL 
FLEXURAL rORCE 
ELEM. or MEMB. 









·1.5.1.3.A 2.lt.A 2.3.A 
.1.5.1.4.A 2.9.A 
·1.6.t.A 1.6.1.B 2.4.A 
'1.5.1.l.A 2.lt.A 
1.·5.1.4.A 








1.5.1.3.A 2.4.A 2.3.A 
-- 1.5.1.4.A 2.9.A 








Table 1~.3, Continued 
2.t a 2 INSTABILITY 
GLOBAL 
BEARING 1.1,O,501.A 
2.2 BM/GRDR WEB 
2.2.1 VIElDING 
2.2a1e1 AXIAL FORCE 
COMPRESSION 1, 1.'0.10. A 
2.2,1.2 SHEARING fORCE 1 ~ 1.,0 • 5 • 2 • e 1.10.5.2.C 1.10.5.2,A 2.2.2 INSTABILITY 
GLOBAL 
AXIAL FORCE 
COMPRESSION 1.1l0.10.A 1.10.5.2.8 1.10.5 •. 2. C 11110.5.2,A 3. emmEr-TIONS 
VlFLOING 
3,1 AXIAL FORCE 
3.101 TENSION 1~'ll5.A 3.1.2 COMPRESSION 1. 'll5 .. A 3.2 FLEXURAL fORCE 1,)l5,A 3,3 SHEARING fORCE 1.:L5,A 
3,4 TORSIONAL fORCE 1~'l5.A 3,5 BEARING 1. :l5.A 3,6 COMBINED FORCES 
SHEAR+BENDING 1.15.A 4, CONNrr.TOR 
4.1 BOLTS 
YIELDING 
14.101 AXIAL F'ORCE 
TENSION 1,6,3.A 1.5.2.A 4.t .2 SHEARING rORCE l~ll).A 1.6.3.A 1,5.2.B 4.1.3 BEARING 1.16," 1.5.2.C 4.2 RIVETS 
YIELDING \J"J 
4.2.1 AXIAL fORCE 
TENSION 1.6.3,A 1.5.2.A 4.2.2 SHEARING fORCr 1.16.A 1.6.3,A. 1.5.2.B 4.2.3 BEARING 1.16,A 1.S.2.C 4.3 GROOV£" WELD 
yIELDING 
4.3.1 AXIAL fORCE 
4,3.1.1 TENSION 1.5.3.A 4.3,1.2 COMPRESSION 1,.5.3.". 4.3.2 SHEARING rOReE 1"5.3.,,. 
""-4." PLUG/SLOT WELO 
YIELDING 
SHEARING fORCE 1,,5.3.A 4,5 FILLET WELD 
YIrLDING 
5H£ARtNG rORCE 1,,5.3.A 1.1T.A 4,6 SHEAR CONNECTOR 
YH:lDtNG 
SHfARING rORCE C,11.2.2.A 4.1 BEARING SURF'ACE 
vtrLDING 
BEARING 1,,5.S.A 2'{ 4,8 PINS 
"TELDING (- c 
BrARING i" S d.5.A I" 4,9 ROLLER/ROCKER 
YIELDING 
BEARING 1.5.1.5,A 
Table 4.4, Top Level Outl ine for Present Specification (Components, Stress States, Limit States) 






1 , 1 THIN"WAll SHAPE 













1 • 1 • 3 SHEARING FORCE 
YIELDING 
1 , 1 • " COMBINED FORCES 
1.1.4.1 COMPR+BE:NDING 








1.2 SOLID SHAPES 











1.2.3 SHEARING fORCE 
YIELDING 





! .2.4.2 TENSION+BENDING 
YIELDING 
1.3 ENCASED COMPo 
FL~)(URAL FORCE 
YIELDING 













1.6.1.A 1.6.1.8 2.4,A 
















Table 4.4, Continued 
LOCAL 1',11,2.2," 
2. ElfM. or MEMB. 
2.1 SRG 5 Tl F"F"ENERS 
BEARING 
2.1 t 1 YIELDING 1.5.1,5." 1010,S,1.A 2.1.2 INSTABILITY 
GLOBAL 1".10.5.1.A 
2.2 BM/GROR WEB 
2.2.1 AXIAL FORCE 
COMPRESSION 
2.2.1.1 YIELDING i.l0 q iO.A 2.2.1.2 INST~BILIn 
GLOBAL 1.10.10.A 1.10.5.2.B 1.10.5.2.C 1.10.5.2,A 2.2.2 SHEARING rORCE 
1.10.5.2~A YIELDING 1'.10.5.2,8 1.10.5.2.C 3. rONN[CTYONS 
3.1 AXIAL rORCE 
3.1.1 TENSION 
YIELDING 1~15.A 3.t .2 COMPRESSION 
YIELDING 1.15.A 3.2 fLEXURAL rORcr 
YIELDING 1.15,A 3,3 SHEARING rORCE 
YIELDING 1.15." 3.4 TORSIONAL fORCE 
YIELDING 1.15.A 3.5 BEARING 
VTEtDING 1.15,A 3.6 COMBINED rORCES 
V1 SH[AR+8ENDING 
w YIELDING 1.15,A 4, CONNECTOR 
4,1 BOLTS 
4.1.1 AXIAL rORCE 
TENSION 
YIELDING 1.6.3,A 1.5.2,A 
" .1.2 SHEARING fORCE 
YIELDING 1.16.A 1.6.3.A 1.5.2.B 4.1 .3 BEARING 
YIELDING 1.16.A 1.5.2.C 4.2 RIVETS 
4.2.1 AXIAL rORCE 
TENSION 
YIELDING 1.6.3,A 1.5.2.A 4.2,2 SHEARING FORCE 
YIELDING 1,16.A 1.6.3.A 1.5.2.8 4.2.3 BEARING 
VIELOING 1-.16,1\ 1.5.2.C 4.3 GROOVE WELD 
4.3.1 AXIAL rOReE 
4.3.1.1 TENSION 
vIELDING 1.5.3.A 4,3.1.2 COMPRESSION 
YIELDING 1.5.3.A 4.3.2 SHEARING fORCE 
YIELDING 1.5.3.A 4.4 PLUG/SLOT WELD 
SHEARING FORCE 
YIELDING l,5,3.A 4.5 fILLET WELD 
SHrARJNG rORCr 
YIELDING 
4.6 SHEAR CONNECTOR 
SHEARING F[lRCr 
YIELDING 









Table 4.4, Continued 
1.5.3.A 1.tl.A 
t.lt.2.2.A 

























































Table 4.5, Triplet Vectors used as Input for Generating the Outl ines in Tabler4~-6-~~d-4~7----\_ 
~-__ ,_ .. ~ _______ . ____ ~._._~. ____ ._ .. _ .•. "._ . -._.0. ". ' __ "_ ' .. _ .. __ ._". __ .',_ .. " ___ . _'. __ .... _._ .. __ ._._~, ..... ~.""':;'_""-"'._ ... ___ ... _ ...................... _ ..... ,." .. _."_,, 
THE FOLLOWING TABLE CONTAINS A LISTING OF TRIPLETS USED AS INpUT TO THE OUTLINE PROGRAM, 
THE SF-CTION HEADING FOR A TRIPLET WILL APPEAR WITH THE TRIPLET IN THE OUTLINE GENfRATED. 































fLEt-4. Of M04B. 








































































































































5 T RES 5 
ElEMEN'T 
BEARING 

































































COMPR+BEND I NG . 
TENS I ON+REND I NG; 
TENS I ON+AENO t NGi 















PROvISION i \ 
PRovISION 2 \ 
PROVISION 3 \ 













































PROvISION 49 . 
\" P R n v I S ION 50 .\., 
"P-R.DvISION ~1 
P R O'Tr-S·I-ON--52---' 
._-.- .--} .- .... ~"'v~. vu~, "'''' ,u, ,',uu, , It:!U ;:>I.Jt:!(';IIICa[IOn ~l..omponenl:s} Llmll: ::,tal:eS, ::,tress ::,tateS) 







i • i THIN"WALL SHAPE 
1.t a1 YIELDING 
1.1.1.1 AXIAL fORCE 
1.1.1,1.1 TENSION 
1.1.1.1.2 COMPRESSION 
1.1.1.2 flEXURAL fORcr 
t.l.1.3 SHEARING F'O~CE 
1,101,4 COMBINED fORCES 
1.t.l.4.! COMPR+BENDING 
1.1.1.4.2 TEN5ION+BENDYNG 
1.1,2 I ~..A.BJ.L·I-T-'(-· 
1,1.2.1 GLQ.aAL 







~ OM P_8I.l.~J .. OllL--~·--~'.------.. -'-.. P?R,O.V~lUD.&LI-2~ 
1.1,2.1.2 flEXURAL rORCE P~OVISION 4 
1.1.2.1.3 COMBINED rORr.ES 
COMPR+8ENDINr, P~OVISION 22 
1.1.2.2 LOCAL 
1.1.2.2.1 AXIAL rORcr 
COIAPRESSION P~OVISION 13 
1.1.2.2.2 flEXURAL rORcE PROVISION 5 
1,1.2.2.3 COMBINED rOReES 
1.1.2,2,3.1 COMPR+BENOING PROVISION 23 
1,1.2,2,3.2 TENSION+BENDING PFIOV I SI ON 27 
1.2 SOLI D SHAPES 
1.2 e1 YIELDING 
1.2.1.1 AXIAL FORCE 
1.2.1.101 TENSION PROVISION 52 
1,2.1.1.2 COMPRESSION P~OVISION 11 
1.2.1,2 flEXURAL fORCE PROVISION 1 
1.2.1.3 SHEARING rORer PROVISION 46 
1.2.1,4 COMBINED FORCE'S 
1.2.1.4.1 CO"'PR+8ENDING P~OVISION 26 
1.2.1.4.2 TENSION+Af'NDING PROVISION 29 
1.2.2 INSTABILITY 
GLOBAL 
1,2.2.1 AXIAL FORCE 
COMPRESSION PROVISION 14 
1.2.2.2 flEXURAL FORCE PROVISION 6 1,2.2.3 COMBINED fORCES 
CDMPR+BENDING P~DVISION 24 
1 .3 ENCASf'D COMP, 
YIELDING 
rlE)(URAL F"DReE PJ:10VISION 32 
t ,4 NON-ENC. COMP, 
1 .4 e i YIELDING 
fLEXURAL FORCE P~OVISION 39 
1.4.2 INSTABILITY 
LOCAL 
F"LEXURAL FORCE PQOVISION 40 ELfM. OF MEMB. 
2.1 RRG STIFFENERS 
201 • 1 YIElOING 
BEARING PROVISION 3 
\J1 (J'\ 
Table 4.6, Continued 
201.2 INSTABILlTV 
GLOBAL 
BEARING PROVISION 9 
2.2 fH1/GROR W[8 
2.2.1 yIELDING 
2.2,1.1 AXIAL rORCE 
COMPRESSION PFfOVISION 30 




COMPRESSION PROVISION 31 
3. CONNECTIONS 
YIf:LDTNG 
3,1 AXIAL fORCE 
301.1 TENSION PROVISION 15 
3.1.2 COMPRESSION PROVISION 16 
3.2 fLEXURAL rORCE PROVISION 11 
3.3 SHEARING rORCE PROVISION 18 
3,4 TORSHINAL rORcr PROVISION 19 3.5 8EARING PROVISION 20 
3.6 COMBINED F"ORCES 
SH[AR+8ENDING PROVISION 21 
4. rONNECTOR 
4.1 ~OlTS 
YI flO I NG 
401.1 AXIAL FORCE 
TENSION PROVISION 50 
".1.2 SHEARING fORCE PROVISION 33 
".1 • 3 BEARING PROVISION 34 4.2 RIVETS I.Jl 
YIELDING -.....J 
4.2.1 AXIAL F'ORCE 
TENSION PROVISION 49 
4.2.2 SHEARING fORCE PROVISION 35 
4.2.3 BEAfHNG PROVISION 36 
4.3 GROOVE WELD 
YIELDING 
4.3.1 AXIAL rORCE 
4.3.1.1 TENSION PROVISION 43 
4.3.1,2 COMPRESSION PROVISION 44 4.3.2 SHEARING fORCE PROVISION 42 
4.4 PLuG/SLOT WELD 
YIELDING 
SHEARING rORcr P~OVISION 45 
4.5 F"ILLET WELD 
't'I ELD I NG 
SHEARING rORer PROVISION 46 4.6 SHEAR CONNECTOR 
YIELDING 
SHEARING rORcr PROVISION 36 4.1 BEARING SURFACE 
YIELDING 





BEARING PROVISION 2 






1 • t THIN-WALL SJiAPE 





1.1.1.2.2 !.1!ll!.ULI 'f Y 
PROVIS!ON 51 
P~OVtSIDN 10 
1.1,1. 2 ,2.~.L!!.J1fUL ____ ------,------,-P-"-f)'V-lS-I-OH 1 2 
1,1,1.2.2.2 LOCAL .. ,.OVISION 13 
1.1.2 F'lE)(URAL fORCE 
1.1.2.1 VIELDING PROVISION 6 
1.1.2.2 INSTABILITY 
1.1.2.2d, GLOBAL PROVISION 4 
1.1.2.2.2 LOCAL PROVISION 5 
1.1.3 SHEARING fORCE 
YIELDING PROVISION 4T 1 • 1 • ,. COMBINED fORCES 
1.1.4.1 COMPR+BENOING 
1.1.4,101 yIELDING P~OVISION 25 
1.1.4,1.2 INSTABILITY 
1.1,4.1,2.1 GLOBAL PROVISION 22 
1,1.4.1.2.2 LOCAL. P~OVISION 23 
1.1.4,2 TENSHHHBENO I NG 
1.1.4.2oi YIELDING PROVISION 28 
1.1.4,2.2 INSTABILITY 
LOCAL PROVISION 27 
1.2 SOUD SHAPES 
1.2.1 AXIAL fORCE 
1.20101 TENSION 
VI ELD ING PROVISION 52 
1,2.1.2 COMPFIESSION 
1.2.1.2d VIELOING PI=!OVISION 11 
1.2.1.2.:2 INSTABILITV 
GLOBAL PQOlfISION 14 
1.2.2 FLEXURAL FORCE 
1.2.2.1 YIELDING PI!lOVISION T 1.2,2.2 INSTABILITY 
GLOBAL P~OVISION 8 
1.2,3 SHEARING rafter 
YIELDING PFlOVISION 46 
1.2.4 COMBINED fORCES 
t.2,4.1 COMPR+BENDING 
1.2.4.1d. YIELDING PROVISION 26 
1.2.4,1.2 INSTABILITY 
GLOBAL Pl!?OVISION 24 
1,2.4.2 TENSiON+BENOING 
VIELDiNG P~OVISION 29 
1 • 3 ENCASED COMP, 
F"LEXURAL rORer. 
YIELDING PROVISION 32 
1.4 NnN-ENC, COMPo 
FLEXURAL FORCE 
1 .4. 1 YIELDING PROVISION 39 




Table 4.7, Continued 
LOCAL 
2. E"LEM. OF' MEMB. 
P~OVISION 40 






2.2 !lM/GRDR WEe 
PROVISION 9 
2.2.1 AxIAL rORCE 
COMPRESSION 
2,2.1.1 YIELDING 
2.2.1.2 INSTABILITY PROVISION 30 
2.2.2 
GLOBAL PROV I 51 ON 31 SHEARING fOflCE 
3, CONNECTIONS 
VJELDING PROVISION 41 
3.1 AXIAL fORCE 
3.1.1 TENSION 
YIELDING 
301.2 COMPRESSION PROVISION 15 
3.2 
. YIELDING 






3.4 TORSIONAL fORCE PROVISION i8 
YH:LDING 
3.5 BEARING PRovISION 19 
VlELDING 








".t .t AXIAL rORCE 
TENSION 
YIELDING 
4.102 SHEARING fORCE PROVISION 50 
YIELDING 
4.1.3 BEARING PROVISION 33 
VlELOING 
4,2 RIVETS PROVISION 34 
4.2.1 AXIAL FORCE 
TENSION 
YIELDING 
4.2.2 SHEARING FORCE PROVISION 49 
YIELDING 
4.2.3 BEARING PROVISION 35 
4,3 
YIELDING 
GROOVE WELD P~OVISION 36 
4.3.1 AXIAL tORCE 
4,3.1.1 TENSION 
YIELDING 
_,3.t.2 COMPRESSION P~OVISION 43 
4.3.2 
YIELDING P~OVISION 44 SHEARING FORCE 
4.4 
YIELDING 
PLUG/SLOT WELD PROVISION 42 
SHEARING rORCE 
YIELDING 
4.5 FILLET WfLD PROVISION 45 
SHrAR!NG fORCE 
YI[LDING 
4.6 SHEAR CONNECTOR 
SHfARING fORCr 
YIELDING 























Table 4.8, Intermediate Level Organization of TCOMPR, "Compression Member Check" (Direct Execution) 
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A ~ c: r 
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r C, roc, 
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Table 4.9, Computational Steps for Direct Execution of "Compression Member Check" 
(Corresponds to Table 4.8) 
LEVELS 
2 3 4 5.6 7 8 
/-.... , 
Co~pu te effect i VI;; width, ~) 
Compute effective area of stiffened element 
Compute actual area of stiffened element 
Compute Q \ 
---§J 
Check geometrical constraints (Table Cl) 
Compute Q 
s 
Compute C (Appendix C definition) 
c 
Compute K factor for effective length 






indirectly from 1.9.2.2 








Compute modified allowable stress, F (Eq. 1.5-3) 
as 1.5.1.3 
Compute gross area, A indirectly from 1.14.1 
9 
Compute actual stress, f indirectly from 1.5.1.3 
a 
Compute R f IF 1.5.1.3 
a a a 
Check unstiffened elements 1.9.1.2 
Check stiffened elements 1.9.2.2 
Check Section 1·9 1.9 




Table 4.10, Intermediate Level Organization of TCOMPR J "Compression Member Check" (Conditional Execution) 
C'''l')ITI':'I\JA~ FxEr.JT1'J\I J.JT",!\J!: j:'.,~ T~E f'1lLOw I NG TF.R'AJ'lJlIL rRTTrRl~ 
rCOI.4;l'l 
~ELaTJv~ LEvELS FqO~ Tfq~T\J~. :qrTf~IA 
o 1 2 3 
TC:J'4 oq 
.' - .. A~ 
U'<'P V~T Pr: 
U~ 




R 1 91J.( 8UI,JST 












X~A XF"A F"1RCE 
AGRt; 



























)( AC A 5 F" 































Table 4.11, Computational Steps for Conditional Execution of ··Compression Member Chec~· 
(Corresponds to Table 4.10) 
LEVELS 
2 3 456 7 
Check Compression member 
Compute K factor for effective length 
Check Section 1.9 
Check stiffened elements 
Check unstiffened elements 
Check geometrical constraints (Table Cl) 
Compute R f IF 
a a a 
Compute actual stress, f 
a 
Compute gross area, A g 
Compute modified allowable stress, F (Eq. 1.5-3) 
as 






Compute actual area of stiffened element 
Compute effective area of stiffened element 
Compute effective width, b 
e 












i nd j rec t 1 y from 1·5· 1 .3 






indirectly from 1.9.2.2 





Tab 1 e l~. 12, Compu ta tiona 1 Steps for JlCompress i on Member Check" Lis ted in 0 rder of 
Present AISC Specification 
Step in 
Present AISC 

















Description of Computational Step 
Compute actual stress, f 
- a 
Compute allbwable stress, F (Eq. 1~5-2 or C5-1) 
a 
Compute modified allowable stress, F (Eq. 1.5.3) 
as 
Compute R = f IF 
a a a 
Check compression member 
Compute K factor for effective length 
Check unstiffened elements 
Check stiffened elements 
Compute actual area of stiffened element 
Compute effective area of stiffened element 
Check Section 1.9 
Compute gross area, A g 
Compute Q 
s 
Check geometrical corstraints (Table Cl) 








































































Table 4.13) Intermediate Level Organization of Part 2 of Top Level Outline in Tables 4.3 
and 4.4 (Direct Execution) 
OIR[Cf EXrCUTIO~ OUT~IN~ ro~ lHt rOLLOWTNG TERMTNAL CRITfRIA 




* 8 A~, r, L E 
W 
Wl 















A G S T ",-', 







































Table 4.13, Continued 
~ELATIVr L,e:vrl..S F'ROM T[~MINL\~ CRITERIA 

























reOt4S5 )(~At XF'F'A1 *rV 
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Table 4.14, Computational Steps for Direct Execution of Criteria 
LEVELS 
2 345 6 7 
Calculate gage space for staggered holes, gk 
Compute reducti on for staggered hol es 
Compute gross area, A g 
Compute net area, A 
n 
Compute moment of inertia, I 
Compute actual tension stress due to bending, f bt 
Compute allowable shear stress, F 
v 
Compute actual shear stress, f 
v 
Compute shear stress ratio, R 
v 
Check combined stress action in plate 
Compute k (as used in Sect. 1.10.5.2) 
Compute C by first formula 
v 
Compute C by second formula 
v 
Compute C, i.e., select appropriate formula 
v 
Check intermediate stiffener size 
Check shear on beam/girder with stiffeners 
Check geometrical constraints (Table Cl) 
Check unstiffened elements 





1 . 14.3 
indirectly from 





1 • 10.6 
1 . 10.6 
(J"\ 
indirectly from CD 
1.5·1.2 
1.5·1.2 




























Table 4.14, Continued 
LEVELS 
2 3 456 7 
Sect ion in 
Present 
Specification 
Check stiffened elements 1.9.2.2 
Check Section 1.9 1.9 
Comp4te modified area of.bearing stiffener 1.10.5.1 
Compute actual stress in bearing stiffener, f indirectly from 1.10.5.1 
a 
Compute allowable stress in bearing stiffener, F 1.5.1.3.4 
a 
Compute stress ratio for bearing stiffener, R 1.10.5.1 
a 
Check compression on bearing ,stiffeners 1.10.5.1 
Check shear on hybrid A5l4 steel girder 1.10·5.2 
Compute allowable bearing stress, F 1.5.1.5 p 
Compute actual bearing stress, f indirectly from 1.5.1.5 p 
Compute bearing stress ratio, R 1.5.1.5 
P 
Check bearing 1.5.1.5 
Compute actual stress at web toe of fillet, f 1.10.10 
a 
Compute allowable stress at web toe of fillet, F 
a 
Compute stress ratio for web toe of fillet, R 
a 
Check compression in web toe of fillet 
Compute Cv for no stiffeners and k > 5.34 v 
Check shear on beam/girders 








Table 4.15, Intermediate Level Organization of Part 2 of Top Level Outl ine in Tables 4.3 
and 4.4 (Conditional Execution) 
CON~ITI~~Ab E XECUTIDN OUT~I~E rOR T~[ rnLLOWING TER~INAL r.RTTF.RI~ 
T9E6R T~~~~S TSB~GR TSI514 TSB~~T TCWTRE 
~ELArIVf LEVr.~S rROM TrR~INaL CR1TERIA 
J 123 
ret/TOE 






















































Table 4.15, Continued 
RELATIVE LEVELS rROM T[RMI~AL C~ITERIA 


































































2 3 456 7 
( Check shear on beams/girders 

























Compute stress ratio for web toe of fillet, R 
a 
Compute allowable stress at web toe of fillet, F 
a 
Compute actual stress at web toe of fillet, f 
Check bearing 
Compute bearing stress ratio, R 
p 
Compute actual bearing stress, f 
p 
Compute allowable bearing stress, F 
p 
Check shear on hybrid A514 steel girder 
Compute C , i.e., select appropriate formula 
v 
Compute C by 2nd formula 
v 
Compute k (as used in Sec~. 1.10.5.2) 
Compute C by 1st formula 
v 
Check compression on bearing stiffener 
Compute stress ratio for bearing stiffener, R 
a 
a 
Compute allowable stress in bearing stiffener, F 
a 
Compute actual stress in bearing stiffener, f 
Compute modified area of bearing stiffener 
Check Section 1.9 
Check stiffened elements 
Check unstiffened elements 
Check geometrical constraints (Table CI) 
a indirectly from 
Section in Present 
















1 . 10.5. 1 
1 . 10.5. 1 
1·5·1·3.4 
1 . 10.5. 1 







Table 4.16, Continued 
LEVELS 
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
25 t" Check shear on beam/girders with stiffeners 
26 Check intermediate stiffener size 










Compute shear stress ratio, R 
. v 
Compute actual shear stress, f 
v 
Compute allowable shear stress, F 
v 
Compute actual tension stress due to bending, f bt 
Compute moment of inertia, 
Compute 'gross area, A g 
Compute net area, An 
Compute reduction for staggered holes 
Calculate gage space for staggered holes, gk 





1 . 5·. 1 . 2 
indirectly from 1.5·1.2 
L 5. 1 .2 
indirectly from 1.10.6 
indirectly from 1. 14 
indirectly from 1 . 14. 1 
indirectly from 1. 14 
1 • 14. 3 -.......J 
W 
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Fig. 2.2, Network Corresponding to Present AISC Specifications(1969) 
76 
RELATIVE LEVELS FROM OUTPUT 
"","" '.m~"~"! ___ ,-," 
Fig. 3.1, Alternate Switching Network for Present Organization 
77 
APPEND IXA 
ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES OF TOP LEVEL ORGANIZATION 
In ·Section 4.1.1, two possible top level out1 ines of the present 
Specification were presented and discussed. These two outl ines, with com-
ponents as the topmost base in the organization hierarchy, seem to be the 
most reasonable and practical organization. For the sake of comparison, 
the other four possible orders of the bases were used to generate the four 
topical outl i nes in this appendix. The four orders are as fo 11 ows: 
1 ) Stress State, Limi t S ta te, Component 
2) Stress S ta te, Component, Limit State 
3) Lim i t State, S~ress State, Component 
4) Limi t S ta te, Component, Stress State 
Interpretations of the outlines and conclusions are left to the reader. 




1 • AXIAL FORCE: 
1 0 1 TENSION 
YIELDING 
1.1 vi MEMBERS 
1,1.1,1 THIN-WALL SHAPE 
1.1,1.2 SOLID SHAPES 




1.1.3.3 GROOVE WELD 
1,2 COMPRESSION 
1 .2.1 VIELD I NG 
1.2,1.1 MEMB[RS 
1.2.1.1e1 THIN .. WALL SHAPE 
1.2.1.1.2 SOLID SHAPES 
1.2.1.2 ELEM. OF' M[M8. 
8M/GRDR \tire 






1,2,2,101,1 THIN·WALL sHAPE 
1.2.2.1,1.2 SOLIO SHAPES 
1.2.2.1.2 ElfM. Dr MEMFI. 
J:!M/GRDR WE8 
t .2,2.2 LOCAL 
MEMBERS 
THIN ... WALL SHAPE 
2. fLO(UIUL rORCE 
2.1 YIELDING 
20101 MEMBERS 
2,1.1.1 THIN-WALL SHAPE 
2.1.1.2 SOLI 0 SHAPES 
2.1.1.3 ENCASED COMPo 





2.2.1.1 THINIPWALL SHAPE 
2.2.1.2 SOLI 0 SHA PE S 
2,('.2 LOCAL 
MEMBERS 
2,2.2.1 THIN-WALL SHAPE 
2.2,2.2 NON-ENe. COMP, 
3. !l;HEARING rope[ 
yIELDING 3 _ 1 MEMFIERS 
3.1 .1 THIN ... WALL SHAPE 
3.1.2 SOLID SHAPES 















t.S.t e 3.A 2.4.A 2.3.A 
1.5.1.3,A 2,4.A 2,3.A 













1.10.5.2.8 1.10.5.2.C t.l0.5.2.A 
3~3 CONNECTIONS 1.15.A 3,4 CONNECTOR 
3.4.1 BOLTS 1.16." 1.6.3.A 1.5.2.B 3.4.2 RIVETS 1.16.A 1.6.3." 1.5.2.8 3,4,3 GROOVE WELD 1.5.3.A 3,4,4 PLUG/SLOY IIIrLO 1.5.3.A 
3.4.5 F"JLLET WI~LD 1.5.3.A 1.17.A 3.4.6 SHEAR COP4NECT()R 1.11.2.2.A 4. TORSIONAL rORCE 
vIELDING 
C ONNEcTl QNS 1.15.A 5. REARING 
5. ! YIELDING 
5.t.l ELE~. or MEt-IBu 
BRG 5 TI FTENfRS 1.5.1.5.A 1.10.5.1.A 5.1.2 CONNEC TI (INS 1.15,A 
501.3 CONNECTOFI 
5.1.3.1 lHILTS 1.16.A 1.5.2.C 5.1.3.2 R1IVETS I~U~.A i.5.2.C 5.1.3.3 BEARING SURrACE 1.5.5.A 5.1,3.4 P1INS 1.5.1.5.A 
5,1.3.5 R()LL[R /ROC K ER 1.5.1.5.A 5.2 INSTAIHLITY 
GLO~AL 
EL[M. OF" MEMB. 
eRG STIfFENERS 1.10.5.1.A 




6.1.1,1 HII N"WALL SHAPE 1.6.1.A 1.6.1.B 
'-l 
~ 601.1.2 SOLID SHAPES 1.6.1.A 1.6.1.B 6.1,2 INSTABIUTY 
6.1,201 GL.OBAL 
M01B[RS 
6,1.2,,1'.1 THIN"WALL SHAPE 1.6.1.A 1.6.1.8 2.4.A 6.1.2.,1.2 SOLI D SHAPES 1.6.1./4 1,6.1.B 2.4.A 6.1.2,2 Ule AL 
M[MBER5 
nUN-WALL SHAPE 1.6.t.A 1.6.1.8 2.4.A 6,2 TENSION+BENDING 
6.2.1 yIELDING 
MEMBERS 
6,2.101 THIN"WALL SHAPE 1.6.2.A 6.201.2 SOLI 0 SHAPES 1.6.2.A 6.2.2 INSTABIUTY 
LOCAL 
MEMBERS 
THIN"WALL, SHAPE 1.6.2.A 6.3 SH[AR+BENDING 
vIELDING 
CONNECTIONS i. 15. A 




1. AXIAL fORCE 
1.1 TENSION 
1.1.1 MEMBERS 
1.1.1.1 THIN-WALL SHAPE 
YIELDING 
































? FLrXURAL rORCE 
2. t Mrl-4RERS 









2.1.3 ENCASED COMPo 
YIELDING 












1.5.l.3.A 2,4,A 2.3.A 
1.5.1.3.A 2.4.A 
1.5.t.3.A 2.3.A 
1.5.1el.A 2,4.A 2.3.A 
t.l0.tO.A 













YIELDING 1.1S,A 3, !';HEARING FORCE 
3.1 MEMBERS 
3.1.1 THIN"WALL SHAPE 
YIELDING 1_5.1.2.A 
3.1.2 SOLID SHAPES 
YIELDING 1,5.1,2.1\ 
3.2 ElEM. Of MOtB. 
BM/GROR WEB 
yIELDING l'.10,5.2.B 1.10.5.2.C 1.10.5.2.A 3.3 CONNECTIONS 
YIELDING i.i5,A 3,4 CONNECTOR 
3.4.1 BOLTS 
YIELDING 1.16.A 1,6.3.1' 1.5.2.B 3,4.2 RIVETS 
YIELDING 1.16.A 1.6,3.A 1,5.208 3.4.3 GROOVE WELD 
YIELDING 1.5.3,A 
3.4.4 PLUG/SLOT WELD 
YIELDING 1.5.3,A 
3.4.5 FI LLET WELD 
YIELDING 1.5,l,#\ 1.17.A 3.4.6 SHEAR CONNECTOR 
YIELDING 1.11,2.2." 
4. TORSIONAL rORCr 
CONNEeTIONS 
vIELDING 1.15,A 5. BEARING 
5.1 ELEM. OF HEMB. 
BRG STIFFENERS 
~ 5. 1 • 1 YIELDING 1.5.1.5.A 1,10.501,1\ 5.1.2 INSTABILITY 
GLOBAL 1.10.5.1.A 
..... 5,2 CON NEe TI ONS 
YIELDING 1.15.A 5,3 CONNECTOR 
5.3.1 BOLTS 
YIELDING 1.16,1\ 1.5.2.C 5.3.2 RIVETS 
YIELDING 1.16,1\ 1.5.2.c 5.3.3 BEARING SURfACE 
YIELDING 1.5.5.A 5.3.4 PINS 
YIELDING 1.5.1.S,A 5.3.5 ROLLER/ROCKER 
YIELDING 1.5.1.5.A 6. COM~INED fORCES 
6,1 COMPR+BENDING 
MEMBERS 
6.1.1 THIN-WALL SHAPE 
6.1.1,1 YIELDING 1.601.A 1.6.1.8 6.1.1.2 INSTABILITV 
6,1.1.201 GL.OBAL 1.6.1.A 1.6.1.8 2.4.A 6.1.1.2.2 LOCAL 1.6.1eA 1.6.t.s 2.4.A 6.1.2 SOLID SHAPES 
6.1.2d YIELDING 1.6.1,1\ 1,6.1.8 6.1.2,2 INSTABILITY 
r.LOBAL i.6.1.A 1.6.1.8 2.4.A 6.2 TtNSION+8ENOING 
MF:MAERS 




6.2.2 SOLID SHAPES 
YIE:LDING 
6,3 SHrAR+BENDING 













1.1 A)(IAL rORCr. 
1.1.1 TENSION 
i.l.1.1 MEMBERS 
1.1.1.1,1 THIN-WALL. SHAPE 





1.1.1.3,3 GROOVE WELD 
1.1.2 COMPRESSION 
1.1.2.1 MEMBERS 
1.1.2.1.1 THIN-WALL SH~PE 
1.1.2.1.2 SOLID SHAPES 





1,2 fLEXURAL fORCE 
1.2.1 MEMBERS 
1.2.1.1 THIN-WALL SHAPE 
1.2,1.2 SOLID SHAPES 
1.2.1.3 ENCASED COMPo 
1.2.1.4 NON-ENC, COMPo 
1.2.2 CONNECTIONS 
1,3 SHEARING rORCE 
1.3.1 MEMBERS 
1,3.1.1 THIN.WALL SHAPE 
1.3.t.2 SOLID SHAPES 






1.3.4.3 GROOVE WELD 
1,3.4.4 PLUG/SLOT WrLD 
1.3,4.5 fILLET WELD 
,.3.4.6 SHEAR CONNECTOR 
1,4 TORSIONAL fORCE 
CONNEr.TlONS 
1.5 BrAfHNG 




! .5.3.1 BOLTS 
1.5.3.2 RIVETS 
1.5.3.3 BEARING SURFACE 
1.5.3,4 PINS 
1.5.3,5 ROLLER/ROCKfR 
1,6 COMBINED FORCES 
1.6.1 COMPR+8ENDING 
















i,5.l e 2.A 
1.5.1,2.A 
1.10.5.2.B idO.5.2.C 1.10.5.2.A 
1.t5.A 
1.16.A 1.6.3.A 1.5~2.8 














1,6.1.1 THIN-WALL SHAPE 1.6.1.A 1.6.1.8 1,6.1.2 SOLID SHAPES 1.6.1,A 1.6.1.8 1.6,2 TENSION+BENDING 
MEMBERS 
1.6.2.1 THIN·WALL SHAPE 1.6,2.A 
1,6.2.2 SOLlD SHAPES 1.6.2.A 
1,6.3 SHEAR+RENDING 
C ONNEC TraNS 1.15.A 
2. TNSTABILtTy 
2.1 GLOPAL 
2.1 .1 AXIAL rOReE 
COMPRESSION 
2.1.1.1 MEMBERS 
2.1.1.1.1 THIN" W ALL S HAP E 1.5.1.3,A 2,4.A 2.3.A 2.1.1.1.2 SOLID SHAPES 1.5.1.3.A 2.4.A 2.3.A 2.1.1.2 ELEM, OF' MEMB. 
BM/G~DR WEB 1~10.10.A 1.10.5.2.B 1.10.5,,2.C 1.10.5.2.A 2.t .2 fLEXURAL fORCE 
MEMBERS 
2,1.2.1 THIN·WALL SHAPE 1.5.1.4.A 2.9.A 2.1.2.2 SOLID SHAPEs 1.5.1.4.A 2.9.A 2.1,3 BEARING 
ELE~. or MEt-1B. 
BRG S TI rrENERS 1.10.5e1.A 2.1.4 COMBINED fORCES 
COMPR+8ENDING 
MEMBERS 
2.1.4.1 THIN-WALL SHAPE 1.6.1.A 1,6.1.8 2.4.A 2.1."'.2 SOUD SHAPES 1.6,1.1' 1.6.1.B 2.4.A co 2,2 LOCAL +-2.2.1 AX IAL fORCE 
COMPRESSION 
MEMBERS 
THIN-WALL SHAP[ 1.5.1.3.A 2.4,A 2.2.2 fLEXURAL rORCE 
MEMBERS 
2.2.2,1 THIN-WALL SHAPE 1.5.1.4.A 2,2.2.2 NON-ENC. COMPo 1.1i.2.2,A 2.2,3 COMBINED rORCES 
2.2.301 CQMPfhBE'ND I NG 
MEMBERS 
THIN-WALL SHAPE 1.6.1.A 1.6.1.8 2.4.A 2.2.3.2 TENSION+BENDING 
MEM8ERS 
THIN-WALL SHAPE i.6.2.A 






1.1 .1 THIN-WALL SHAPE 
1.1.1.1 AXIAL rORCE. 
1.1.101a1 TENSION 1.5.101.A 
1.1.1.1.2 COMPRESSION 1.5.1.3 I A 2.3.A 1.1.1.2 FLEXURAL rORCE 1.501.4.A 
1.1.1.3 SH[A'U NG fORCE 1.5.1.2.A 
1.1.1.4 COMBINED rORcrs 
101.1.401 COMPR+BENDING 1.6.1,A 1.6.1.B 1.1.1.4.2 TE.NS t ON+BENDI NG 1.6.2.A 
1 • 1 ,2 SOLI o SHAPES 
1.1.2.1 AXIAL fORCE 
1.1.2.1.1 TENSION 1.5.1.I.A 
1.1.2,1.2 COMPRESSION 1.5.1.le A 2.3.A 1.1.2.2 F"U:XURAL fORCE 1.5.1.4,A 
1,1.2.3 SHEARING FORCE 1.5.1.2.A 
1.1.2.4 COMBINED rORCES 
1.1.2.4,1 COMPR+BENOING 1.601.A 1,6.1.B 
1.1,2.4.2 TENSION.B£NDING i.6.2.A 1.1,3 EN(!ASEO COMPo 
FLEXURAL FORCE 1.11.2.1.A 1,1 • .- NON-ENC. COMP, 
(Xl fLEXURAL FORCE 1.1t.2.2.A \J1 1.2 ELEM, OF MEMB. 
1.2.1 BRGs TI fFENERS 
BEARING 1.5.1,5,A 1.10.501.1' 1.1.2 BM/GRDR WEB 
1,2.2,1 AXIAL rORCE 
COMPRESSION 1~10.10.A 
1.2.2.2 SHEARING FORCE 1'.10.5,2.8 1.10.5.2.C I.tO,5.2.A 1.3 CONNECTIONS 
1.3.1 AXUL rORCE 
1.3.1.1 TENSION 1.15.A 
1,3.1.2 COMPRESSION 1.15.A 
1. 3.2 fLFXURAL fORCE 1.15.A f.3,3 SHEARING fOFlCE 1.15.A 1.3.4 TORSIONAL fORCE 1.15,A 1.3.5 BEARING 1.15,A 
1.3.6 COMBINED FORCES 
SHEAR+~ENDING 1.IS.A 1.4 CONNECTOR 
1.4.1 BOLTS 
1.4.1.1 AXIAL fORCE 
TENSION 1.6.3eA 1.5.2.A 1,4.1.2 SHEARING rORCE 1.16,A 1.6.3.A 1.5,2.8 1.4,1.3 BEARING 1.16,A 1.5.2,C 1.4.2 RIVETS 
t.4.2,1 AXIAL fORCE 
TENSION 1.6.3.A 1.5.2.A 1,4,2.2 SHEARING fORCE 1.16.A 1.6.3.A 1.5.2.8 1,4.2.3 BEARING 1.16,A 1.5.2.C 1.4.3 GROOVE WELD 
1.4.3.1 AXIAL ft'lRC[ 
1,4.3.1.1 TENSY(lN 1.5.3,A 
1.4,3,1.2 COMPRESSION 1.5.3.A 
1.4,3.2 SHEARING rORcr 1.5.3~A 
1.4 0 4 PLUG/SLOT WELD 
SHEARINGrORCE 1.5.3.A 
1.4.5 fIllET WEL.D 
SHEARING rOReE 1.5.3.A 1.17.A 1.4.6 SHEAR CONNECTOR 
SHEARING fORCE 1.11.2.2.A 









2.1.1.1 THIN"WALL SHAPE 
2.1.1.101 AX tAL FORCE 
COMPRESSION 1.5.1.3.A 2,4.A 2.3.A 2.1.1,1.2 fLEXURAL fORCE 1.5.1.4,A 2,9.A 
2.1,1.1.3 COMBINED fORCES 
COMPR+BENDING 1.6,t.A 1.6.1.8 2.4.A 2.1.1,2 SOLlD SHAPES 
2.1.1.2.1 AXIAL fORCE 
COMPRESSION 1.5.1,3,A 2.4,A 2.3.A 2.1.1.2.2 fLEXURAL rORCE 1.5.1.4,A 2.9.A 
2.1,1,2.3 COMBINED fORCES 
COMPR+8ENDING 1.6.1.A 1.6.1.8 2.4.A 2.1.2 ELEM. Of MEMB. 
co 2.1.2.1 BRG S T IFTENERS 0'\ 
BEARING 1.10,5,1.11 
2.1.2.2 8M/GROR WES 
AXIAL FORCE 
COMPRESSION 1'.iO.10,A 1.10.5.2.8 1.10.5 u 2.C 1.10 u 5.2.A 2.2 LOCAL 
MEM8ERS 
2.2.1 THIN.WALL SI-!APf.: 
?2.t.l AXIAL fORCE 
COMPRESSION 1.5.1.3.A 2.4.A 
2.201.2 FLEXURAL fORCE 1.5.1.4.A 
,2.2.1.3 COMBINED fORCES 
2.2.1.3.1 COMPR+8ENOING 1.6.1.A 1.6,1.8 2.4J,A 2.2.1,3~2 TENSION+BENDING 1.6.2.11 2.2,2 NON"ENC, COto1P, 
FLEXURAL FORCE 1.11.2.2.11 
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APPENDIX B 
TEXTUAL FORMAT CORRESPONDING TO COMPUTATIONAL STEPS OF TABLE 4.11 
In Section 4.2.2, organization of a functional network for condi-
tional execution Was discussed. In this appendix, a textual format corre-
sponding to the computational steps of Table 4.11, IICompression Member Check,ii 
is presented. Portions of the text taken verbatim from the present Speci-
fication are enclosed by quotation marks. The text reads as follows: 
1. Axially Loaded Compression members are considered to be satisfactory : +=. I I. 
a) Slenderness ratio as defined in Section 1.1 is not exceeded, 
b) Width-thickness ratios defined in Section 1.2 are not exceeded or 
c) 
1.1 
reductions in design properties are appl ied in Section 1.3, and 
Stress ratio, R , defined in Section 1.3 is not exceeded. 
a 
Slenderness ratio is not exceeded if K~/r ~ 200. Illn determining 
the slenderness ratio of an axially loaded compression member, the-
length shall be taken as its effective length Kt,1I where t is the 
actual unbraced length, and K -is a factor as defined below for 
trusses or frames with sidesway prevented or for sidesway not pre-
vented. The corresponding radius of gyration is r. 
Trusses or frames with sidesway prevented: 
Illn frames where lateral stability is provided by adequate attach-
ment to diagonal bracing, shear walls, an adjacent structure having 
adequate lateral stabil ity, or to floor slabs or roof decks secured 
horizontally by walls or bracing systems parallel to the plane of 
the frame, and in trusses, the effective leDgth factor, K, for 
the compression members shall be taken as unity, unless -analysis 
shows tha t a sma 11 er va 1 ue may be used. II 
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Frames with sidesway not prevented: 
"In frames where lateral stability is dependent upon the bending 
stiffness of rigidly connected beams and columns, the effective 
length Kt of compression members, shall be determined by a rational 
method and shall not be less than the actual unbraced length." 
1~2 Width-thickness ratios must be satisfied for all stiffened elements 
under compression as defined in Section 1.2.1 and unstiffened e1e-
ments under compression as defined in Section 1.2.2~ or else the 
design stress shall be modified. 
1.2.1 Stiffened Elements Under Compression 
a) I'Stiffened compression elements are those having lateral 
support along both edges which are parallel to the dir-
ection of the compression stress. The width of such 
elements shall be taken as the distance between nearest 
1 ines of fasteners or welds, or between the roots of the 
flanges in the case of rolled sections. 11 
b) 'IStiffened elements subject to axial compression, or to 
uniform compression due to bending as in the case of the 
flange of a flexural member, shall be considered as fully 
effective when the ratio of width to thickness is not 
greater than the following: 




Unsupported width of cover plates perforated with a 
succession of access" holes .....•......••. 317/~ y 
All other uniformly compressed stiffened e1e-
men ts .•..•.•...•.... 0". • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 253 /~ y 
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Except in the case·of perforated cover plates, when 
the actual width-to-thickness ratio exceeds these values, 
the design shall be subject to additional constraints 
as specified in Section 1.3. 11 
1.2.2 Unstiffened Elements Under Compression 
a) "Unstiffened (projecting) compression elements are those 
having one free edge parallel to the direction of com-
pression stress. The width of unstiffened plates shall 
be taken from the free edge to tre first row of fasteners 
or welds; the width of legs of angles, channel and zee 
flanges, and stems of tees shall be taken as the full 
nominal dimension, the width of flanges of I-shape mem-
bers and tees shall be taken as one-half the full nominal 
width. The thickness of a sloping flange shall be meas-
ured halfway between a free edge and the corresponding 
face of the web .11 
b) IIUnstiffened elements subject to axial compress ion or com-
pression due to bending shall be considered as fully ef-
fective when the ratio of width to thickness is not greater 
than the following: 
Single-angle struts; 
double-angle struts with separators ...••• 76.01;r:-
y 
Struts comprising double angles in contact; 
angles or plates projecting from girders, 
column5 or other compression members; tom-
pression flanges of beams; stiffeners on 
plate girders •...••.•.••...•..•....•..•.. 9S.0Ij-F-
Y 
S terns of tees .•••••.•••..••...•....•.•.• : .. 127/;r-y 
When the actual width-to-thickness ratio'exceeds these 
values, the design stress shall be subject to additional 
1 .3 
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constraints as specified in Section 1.3, but the fol-
lowing 1 imiting proportions must be satisfied for Channels 
and Tees :11 
! Ratio of flange Rat io of fla'nge 
Shape width to prof i 1 e thickness to web depth or stem thickness 
Built-up or < 0.25 < 3·0 
Rolled Channels ::;. 0.50 ::; 2.0 
Bu i 1 t-up Tees < 0.50 < 1. 25 
- -
Rolled Tees < 0·50 ::;. 1. 10 
Stress ratio, R = f IF , is not exceeded if R < 1.0, where f 
a a ·as a - a 
is defined in Section 1.3.1 and F is defined in Section 1.3.2. 
as 
1 • 3. 1 f 
.a 
PIA where P is force on element and A pertains to the g g 
area of the gross section. 
liThe gross section of a member at any point shall be determined 
by summing the products of the thickness and the gross width 
of ea ch element as mea su red norma 1 to the ax i s of the member. II 
1.3.2 On the gross section of axially loaded bracing and secondary 





1.6 _ _ t_ 
200r 
But, if t/r < 120, then F 
as 
F. F is co uted as follows: 
a a 
liOn the gross section of axially loaded compression members 
when Kt/r, the largest effective slenderness ratio of any un-





QQ. [1 -( Ktl r ).2 l F 
s a 2C 2 --i Y 
c 






The slenderness ratio Kt/r is defined in Sect. 1.1 and 
Q,.Q, and C are defined in Sects. 1.3.2.1, 1.3.2.2, 
sac . 
and 1.3.2.3) respectively. 
1.3.2.1 For sections consisting only of stiffened e1e-
ments and/or unstiffened elements satisfying the width-
thickness ratios of Sect. 1.2.2, Q shall be taken as 
s 
1.0. For unstiffened compression elements whose 
width-thickness ratio exceeds the app1 icable limit 
given in Sect. 1.2.2, the"value of Q shall be de-
s 
termined by Formulas (C2-1) to c2-6), as appl icable, 
where b is the width of the unstiffened element as 
defined in Sect. 1.3.2.2.2." 
For single angles: when 76.0/;r; < bit < 155~: 
Q = L 340 - 0.00447 (bit) ~ 
s y (C2-1 ) 
when bit > 15~: 
- y 
Q = 15,500/[F (b/t)2] s y. (C2-2) 
For angles or plates projecting from columns or 
other compress ion ·members, ~nd for compress ion 
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flanges of girders: 
< When 95.0/IF < (b/t) < 176/ff.: 
. y y 
Q = 1.415 - O.00437(b/t);r-
s y (C2-3) 
When bit > 176/~: y 
Q = 20,OOO/[F (b/t)2] 
s y . (c2-4) 
For stems of tees: 
When 127/ IT. < 176/ ~ Y Y 
Q = 1.908 - O.00715(b/t) ~ 
s y ,(C2-5) 
When bit > 176/~: 
- y 
Q = 20,OOO/[F (b/t)2] 
s y (C2-6) 
However,· 'the proportions of Channels and tees shall 
in any case conform to the 1 imits given in Sect. 1.2.2. 11 
1.3.2.2 For sections consisting on1y of unstiffened elements 
and/or stiffened elements satisfying the width-
thickness ratios of Sect. 1.2.1, Q shall be taken as 'Ie 
s 
1.0. For stiffened compression elements with width-
thickness ratio exceeding allowable limits in 
Sect. 1.2.1,"the allowable axial stress F , as pro-
a 
vided in Sect. C5, shall be subject to the form 
factor 
Q = effective area 
a actua 1 a rea 
where the effective area is equal to the actual area 
less L(b-b )t.'1 The actual area and effective area 
e 
are defined in Sect. 1.3.2.2.1 and 1.3.2.2.2, re-
spectively. 
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1.3.2.2~1 Actual area is determined by 
Aactual = bt 
1.3.2.2.2 Effective area is determined by 
Aeff = bet 
The ful 1 width, b, is effective if the width-thickness 
ratio of a stiffened element is satisfied in Sect. 1.2.1. 
Otherwise, IIfor the flanges of square and rectangular 
sections of uniform thickness: 
b = 253 t 1 _ (. 50.3_ ') < b 
e IT . (b/t);rI 
(C3 -1 ) 
For other uniformly compress~d elements: 
(C3-2) 
where 
b = actual width of a stiffened compression element a 
as defined in Sect. 1.9.2.1, 
t = its thickness, 
f compressive stress in the element computed on 
the basis of its section properties as provided 
hereinafter. In the case of axial loading and 
flexure on extreme fibers, f = 0.6F Q, except y s 
as otherwise provided for wind and seismic loading. 
When the allowable stresses are increased due to 
wind or seismic loading, the effective width b 
. e 
shall be determined on the basis of 0.75 times the 
94 
stress caused by wind or seismic loading acting alone 
or in combination with the design dead and 1 ive 
loading." 
1.3.2.2.3 C is defined as 
c 
where Q and Q are defined previously in 
s a 
Sects. 1.3.2 and 1.3.2.2. 
It should be recognized that section numbers for the text have 
been started with 1/1,11 but this was a rather arbitrary decision. Any 
consistent section numbering scheme could be chosen. Indentations of the 
sections correspond to levels of organization; they are shown here for 
clarity, but they would not appear in a final text. 
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APPEND I X C 
DATA STRUCTURE FOR AISC SPECIFICATION 
C.l Tabulation of Data Items in the Functional Network 
The data items C()I1lRg~J..n9-.. the functional network, as discuss.ed 
in Sec~ion 2.2, are listed alphabetically on the following p~ges. It is 
emphasized that the data structure presented in this section is tentative 
~""".T'----'-.. - .. -" 
and wi 11 be __ ~C?n:t:inLlg~.~1 y modified to ref 1 ectimprovemen ts in the dec is ion 
of the data are given in the following order from left to right: 
1) . The first column contains the data item number; 
2) The second column contains the mnemonic name of the data item; 
3) The third column names the table or function that generates the 
data item (a blank means that the data is an input quantity); 
4) The fourth column gives a description of the data item; 
5) The fifth co 1 umn conta j ns the gJQQ.a_t-.. Le_y.~.l.J rom input; 
6) The sixth column gives the order that the data item is encountered 
if the entire functional network is organized for direct execution; 
7) The seventh column contains a list of ingredients (by data number) 
r-..;:: _ __--~-.-----.-
for each data item (a zero en~ry means that the data item has no 
r-----.... -..... - .... -
i,ngre9ients, i.e., it is an input quantity); 
8) The eighth column contains the global level from output; 
9) The ninth column gives the order that the data item is encountered 
if the entire functional network is organized for conditional exe-
cution; and 
10) The tenth col umn conta ins ali st of de'pendents (by data .number) for 
v .. 
each data item (a zero entry means that the data item has no depen-
v 
dents, i.e., it is an output quantity). 
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The first letter of -each mnemonic name is used to identify the 
type of data item. The identification scheme is given below. 
1) Data names beginning with the letter (:~)are boolean data 
items, i.e., they may have the value "Yes ll or IINo;11 
2) Data names beg inn i ng with the 1 etter G)a re the des i gn cr i-
teria (shown previously in Table 2.1) which may have the 
value I'satisfactoryll or Ilviolated;ll 
,/ ./ 
3) Data items beginning with the letter Vare vectors of boolean 
data items which compose a mutually exclusive set, i.e., one 
item of the set has the value Ilyes il and the rest have the 
va 1 u e 1/ nol I ( ali s tin g 0 f t he v ec tor san d the ire 1 erne n t s are 
v 
given following the alphabetical 1 isting of data); 
,/ 
4) Data items beginning with the letter (X:Jare numerical .quanti-
v 
ties generated by functions; 
5) All other data items, not beginning with B, T, V, or X, are 
numerical quantities that are input by the user or computed 
in a decision table (if computed in a table, the table number 
J v 





DATA DATA SECTION INPUT INPUT r------·-·.--··-, [) U T PUT [) U T PUT 
NO. NAME nABlE) DATA DESCRIPTION lEVEL ORDER ~NGREDI~l~} LEVEL ORDER (OEprNDEN~_~' 






























?9 ~NETP 1, U.AW. 1 
30 APRt. 1.10.S,1.AW.l 








AREA IN TENSIDN 
AREA IN SHEARING 
AREA IN BEARING 
NOMINAL AREA or BOLT IN TENSTON 
SMALLEST NET wrDT~ or STIfFENED ELEMENT 
EfF'ECTIVE WIDTH 
BETA EQUAL TO STRISS OR SErr/5S 
WIDTH or COMPRfSSION FLANGE 
SF FDR UN5T!FrfNED ELEMENT ( ~ 2*A8UN 
LENGTH IN BEARYNG 
BEARING AREA 
ACTUAL WIDTH OF STIrrENED CO~PRESSION ELEMENT 
AR~A or REARING STIffENER 
ACTUAL wIDTH OF UN5TIrfENEo COMPRESSION ELEMENT 
ACTUAL AREA OF EFFECTIVE CON~RETE FLANGE 
AREA 0, COMPRE5SIeN fLANGE 
AREA OF BEAM COMPRESSION flANGE CONNECTED TO COLUMN 
lRrA OF ~EAM TENSION flANGE rONNECTED TO cnLUMN 
AREA or TENSION fLANGE 
GROSS AREA 
GROSS A~EA MODIfIED 
GROSS AREA or sTIFFENER 
DIST FROM OuTER flANGE fACE TO wEB TOE Of rILLET 
LOAD fACTOR 
RATIO or WEB YIELD STREss TO flANGE YIELD STRESS 
MOMENT (LEss THE MAX MOMENT) AT A CONe LOAD POINT 
MA~IMUM BENDING MOMENT 
NET ARFA CMODIiIED) 
MODIFIED AREA Of BEARING STIFrENER 
PV ( • AREA • FV ) 
LEAST RADIUS OF GYRATION 
R or THE fLANGf + i/3 WEB 
ARE'A Dr SUPPORT 
ARFA or BEARING PLATE 
ARFA or COVER PlATF5 












































8 i3 229 294 
























119 21 105 334 



















































































































































DATA OATA SECTION INPUT INPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT NO, NAM[ (TARLE> D,HA DESCRIPTTn~1 LEVEL ORDfR INGREDIENTS LEVEL ORnER DfPF.'NDENTS .... -----P---_-... _ .. __ ._ ..... ____ .a ________ I .. _m _____ -----a-----.-m--_____ ._a~ __ ._u __ ua _____ . _________ .. __ m.--.-_D-qa_-.. ~p._.-D .. P. 
le) ARV RAniUS or GVRATION I~ y-OIR[rTION 0 94 0 2 2, 111 259 ~60 
265 39 A5 AREA or STEEL BEAM 0 257 0 6 ')74 112 380 40 AW AREA Of WEB 0 61 0 5 11'2 269 192 ?70 4i AXFRC rACTORED AXIAL FORCE IN THE MEMBER 0 297 0 :2 i6 138 279 ~67 42 Al0201< 1.10.2.AW SECTION 1.10.2 SATISFACTORY 1 176 130 153 229 1 347 254 
422 1 43 ~1030K 1.10,3,AW SECTION 1.10.3 SATISFACTORY 3 173 131 11 36 349 254 
110 44 Rt901< t.9,AW SECTION 1.9 SATISFACTORY l 103 121 133 131 3 286 254 255 ?56 
122 259 260 261 
e5 191 268 45 RA307C A30r BOLTS INCLUDED IN THE CnNNECTION 0 422 0 1 S 251 46 PA514 MATERIAL A514 STEEL 0 163 0 41 250 191 194 47 PAFN 1.i5.AW.3 ACCOUNT rOR ECcENr~ICITIES N~CESSARY 1 150 100 10 80 1 318 258 
288 69 88 48 SAlTAP INTEND STEEL aFAM TO RESIST MOMENT ALONE, AlT, APR 0 375 0 :3 92 181 196 49 RANGlF.' ELEMENT AN ANGILE 0 33 0 9 296 21 239 50 BAPDXC USE or APPENDIX C DESIRED 0 3 0 10 192 ., 122 131 
249 51 RA)(SMC AXIALLY sTRtssrD MEMBER CONNrCTION 0 1115 0 2 <57T 209 258 \D 52 RB[NTW LOADING IN THE PLANE OF WEe 0 274 0 :3 249 191 ():) 53 BBfNTX SECTiON BENT A~OUT MAJOR AxIs 0 62 0 5 ?48 265 191 192 
194 54 89ENTY SECTION BENT A~OUT MINOR AxI~ 0 164 0 If 241 191 194 55 BBJIC BEARING JOINT IN THE COLUMN 0 116 0 2 412 209 56. BBJIM BEARING JOINT IN COMPR MEMBE~ (OTHER THAN COLUMN) 0 111 0 2 411 209 57 BBJIT TENSION FROM BFNDING IN BEARTNG JOINT 0 11e 0 2 410 209 56 RBPPW BOLTS INSTALLED PRIOR TO WELnlNG 0 423 0 1 r 251' 59 ABRCB BRACING COMPONFNT OF' BEAM 0 419 0 1 15 279 60 BARCG BRACING COMPONENT or GIRDER 0 420 0 1 14 279 61 ABRS(l!(' 2.9.'&1'1 STRESS REQUYRE~ENT IN BRACING SATISfACTORY 9 93 299 364 37'8 1 421 265 
379 6~ R8STP REARING STIFFENERS PROVIDED 0 373 0 1 96 262 63 BBS7DD BEA~ SIZE DETERMINED Bv D['L~CTION 0 111 0 3 400 65 64 RCBWD COLUMN BRACFO TN W[AK oIREcTTON ONLY 0 299 0 2 2! Hi 65 ~CCF'R 1.15,4,Aw CONNECTION CHECKS F'LEXIBLITV REQUIREMENTS 6 114 63 163 153 2 397' 209 258 
347 398 66 P.Cf5R COMPRESSION fl~NGE IS SOLID AND RECTANGULAR 0 61 0 5 261 66 6'7 RCfST COMPRESSION FL_NGE HAS STIFfFNED ELEMENTCs' 0 158 0 5 ?59 72 tt3 6A RCF'U~S COMPRESSION FL~NGE HAS UNSTIFFENED ELEMENTCS) 0 155 0 5 258 71 72 113 69 RCGAC C, G. CONNEcTORS ON GRAVITY aXYS 0 144 0 2 384 47 70 BCGCAC C,G. or CONNECTORS AND MEMA[p CONCURRENT 0 145 0 2 383 "7 11 RCHAB t,5.1.iI.3,AW CHECKS sue-PARAGRAPHS A & B nF sECTION 1.5.1,4.1 1 157 81 15 68 4 :>64 191 194 
229 421 7'i! ReMPCl t,5,1.4.1.AW.1 COMPACT SECTION 160 81 15 67 4 263 191 194 
68 153 118 
229 421 422 
13 417 73 BCt--ITRC COUNTERSUNK CONNECTOR 0 202 0 6 141 4 74 RCOlfG CONSIDERING OPPOSITE LEGS OF THE ANGLf 0 4? 0 9 305 239 
DATA DATA SECTION INPUT INPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT NO~ N~Mf (TABLE) DATA OE5CRIPTIO~1 LEVEL ORDER INGREDIENT! LEVEL ORDER DEPENDENTS __ ••.. __ a _____ --__ ._o_._. _____________ .-______________ ---... ~-~----------..• ----__ .• __ .m ___ • _____ .--______e. ____. _____ --_---. _______ 
7'5 RC5AOk' t.l0.7.AW COMBINED STRESS ACTION IN PlaTE GIROER WEe O.~. 6 231 229 341 315 1 315 270 76 flCSlRO CHECK fOR SLENOERNESS OESIRE~ 0 251 0 2 263 116 17 RCTM CONNECTION FOR TENSIONMEMRf~ 0 213 0 :3 333 425 427 76 AOCOK 1.11.4,8W DISTRI~UTION or CONNECTORS SATISFACTORY 1 286 111 8 21 1 225 :?66 
28 1'72 17 3 79 eDSWG DESIGNED SIZE or WELD GIVEN 0 320 0 3 10 320 80 RECCEN ECeENT~ICITv GIVEN 0 146 0 :2 3e? 47 at BECCTW FLANGES CONTINUOUSLY CONNECTFO TD WEB(S) 0 156 0 5 251 11 72 113 62 REMR ENOS OF ~[M@[R RESTRAINED 0 69 0 
" 
30 150 63 BEN{'lP ENI) PANEL 0 242 0 t 309 270 64 FlENDST END STIfFENER 0 310 0 13 184 30 85 arDOK 2.7.AW fLANGE DIMENSION SATISFACTORv 4 292 295 10 229 t 221 267 
421 13 411 
44 86 RrORM7 1.5 e l.4.6.AW FORMULA 1.5.7 APPLICABLE 82 17 20 66 4 260 190 191 
93 61 BFRRfW rULLY RESTRAINfD BEAM FRAMED TO I OR H SHAPED coL 0 131 0 2 37'6 l:n 258 ee FlFWCR5 FILLET WELD CONNECTION UNDER REPEATED STRESS 0 141 0 2 381 41 89 BGctH< 1.9.1.2.8W G[nMETRICAL CONSTRAINTs SATISFIED 1 .17 303 158 316 8 198 131 249 
410 423 \.D \.D 90 ~GIROC GIRDER CONNECTION 0 119 0 2 409 209 91 BHSRIC H,S. BOLTS INCLUDED IN THE CnNNECTION 0 424 0 1 til 257 92 RHSC HIGH STRENGTH CONNECTOR 0 UBI 0 6 133 188 25t 93 AHYBRO HYBRID CONSTRucTION 0 63 0 5 246 86 195 191 
192 194 94 RIFe INTENOFO AS FLEXIBLE CONNECTYON 0 120 0 2 406 209 95 BINF'W INT£RMITTENT FILLET WELD CBETNG USED) 0 352 0 1 146 212 96 RINF'WA 1.IT.S.AW INl£RMYTTENT FILLET WELD ALLOWED 3 326 202 216 320 1 16~ 212 
399 91 FlISS[l1< 1.10.5 •. 4.AW INTERMfDIATE STIfFENER SIZE SATISFACTORV 4 241 129 243 402 310 210 
1. 23 152 
155 369 422 96 FlJHFWO JOINT HAS FIllFT WfLD ONLY 0 321 0 3 69 320 99 ~KP VALUE or K PRovID!O 0 25 0 ., 363 282 100 AMACJ MEMBER ~XEs CONCURRfNT AT JOYNT 0 146 0 2 3eo 41 tot RMAINM MAIN MEMBER 0 252 0 2 282 116 102 RMAROD MEMBER A ROO 0 253 0 2 2B1 116 103 J.':IMID MOMENT Of INERTIA OESIRED 0 52 0 6 322 415 104 !!IMSTL MEMBER SUBJrCT TO TRANSVERSE LOADING BET. SUPPORTs 0 10 0 
" 
~9 150 105 FlNAD NET AREA OESIRF."O 0 176 0 4 29t 29 1.06 RNEWRI< NEW WORK 0 425 0 1 5 251 107 APINHl STRESS REQUIRED AT A PIN HOlr 0 246 0 3 268 199 108 BPWLH PANEL wITH LAR~E HOLES 0 243 0 1 308 270 1.09 RRINe RIVETS INCLUDE" IN THE CONNErTIDN 0 426 0 1 4 257 HO RRIVG RIVETED GIRDER 0 172 0 2 351) 43 ttl RRPM REGION or POSITIVE MOMENT 0 265 0 2 2?6 78 112 RSCSrc 1.11,li.AW.1 SHEAR CONNEcTORS SATISFACTORv FOR FULL CAPAC lTV 1. 261 16 39 223 5 '-1'1 403 
229 244 246 
nATA DATA ~ECTION INPUT INPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT 
NO, NAMf CTARlE) DATA D[SCRIPTYO~ LEVEL ORDER INGREDIENTS LEVrL OROF"R DEPFNDENTS 
----- __ •••• ___ aDD_ •• a •• ______ •• _ ••••• __ ew •• ___ oee ••• __ --._. __ D_._m-~D __ ._.~._. __ ._ba __ ._.I_. __ e _____ . ____ ._m_.m_~-W ____ D_me_. ___ . ___ •. 
113 RSrMCM 1.5.1.4.1.AW.2 
114 RSHORP 
it5 RSIRlH 






1?2 RSTnK 1.9,2,2.AW,1 
123 RSTPN 1.15.AW.2 







131 BUNOK ,.9,1.2.AW.l 
132 RUNRPM 
133 ~UNST 
134 RUPLOK lI1T.12.Aw.! 
135 RUSWOK 1.1T,12.AW.3 
136 BVCMP 
137 RVf"fBC 









t 4 T CC-P-
148_(~.K~1? t.l0.5.2.CW 
149 eM 
150 CMP 1.6.1 Q BW 
SEMI~COMPACT srCTION 
SHORING PROVIDED 
SEGMENT IN THE REGION OF LAST HINGE 
[LIAR SATISfACTORY 
SEGMENT NOT ADJACENT TO A PlhSTIC HINGE 
SIDE SWAY PREVENTED IN THE ~rMBER 
SIDE SWAY PERMITTED IN THE f~AME 
STATIC LOAD1NG ONLY 
STIFFENED ELEMENT 
\. 
STIFFENED ELEMENT O.K,CCHECK~ SECTION 1.9.2,2) 
STIFFENER PROVISION NECESSARv 
SHEAR ON WEe SATISFACTORY 
SYMMETRY ABOUT PLANE OF WEe 
SYMMETRY ABnUT MAJOR AXIS 
SYMMETRY ABOUT MINOR AXIS 
THREADING E~CLUDED fROM SHEA~ PLANES 
TENSION FIELD ACTION DESIRED 
TRANSVERSE ~TIFF[N[RS PROVlorD 
UNSTIF~ENED ELEMENT OaK. CCHrCKS SECTION t~9Gl.2) 
UNRESTRAINED BEAM 
UN5T[FFENED ELEMENT 
USE OF PLUG WELD PERMISSIBLE 
USE Of SLOT WELD PERMISSIBLE 
VALUE or eM PROVIDED 
VALUE Of Fee PROVIDED BY RAT TONAL ANALYSIS 
WEB DIMENSION 5ATISFACTORV 
WELD INClUDrD IN THE CONNECTTON 
WELD MADE BV MANUAL SHIELDED MfTAL ARC PROCESS 
WELD MADE BY SUBMERGED ARC P~OCESS 
WELD OVERLAPPING 
WELD DESIGNED TO DRTAIN FULL THROAT THICKNfSS 
WELD TRANSMITS SHEAR 
CfT)BOlT/(rT)MfMB£P 
FACTOR AS DEFINED IN SECTION 1,5,1.4.6A 
CC fOR PLASTIC DESIGN 
CV FOR NO STIFrENERS AND K > 5.34 
CM (VALUE) 
CMI 
161 81 15 67 
68 153 176 
229 421 422 
13 411 
4 
o 262 0 5 
o 95 0 
1 254 102 76 32 
101 164 
o 96 0 1 
o 26 0 1 
o 71 0 " 
o 209 0 5 
o 101 0 4 
1 100 13 229 294 4 
417 50 
2 143 87 290 292 
335 18 19 
24 229 3t3 
336 411 412 
422 409 
295 309 424 153 
229 422 
o 275 0 3 
o 165 0 4 
o 166 0 4 
o 192 0 5 
o 237 0 2 
o 1r~ 0 2 
2 99 15 229 283 4 
421 50 89 
o 151 0 1 
o 102 0 " 
t 393 144 317 323 1 
1 394 144 li7 323 1 
o 72 0 " 
o 216 0 3 
1 295 31 41 1~3 1 
229 422 
o 427 0 1 
o 334 0 4 
o 335 0 It 
o 344 0 3 
o 397 0 2 
o 390 0 2 
o 214 0 3 
o 64 0 " 
o 301. 0 1 
I 41 7 '2 2.9 __ 2..!J ___ ~I2'i 1 
o 13 0" 4 
1 76 119 104 169 3 
1'70 136 149 
62 
~55 191 194 













244 191 194 
243 191 194 
201 201 
307 91 210 
:ue 42 





















23 318 267 27' 
DATA DATA SEC TI ON X NI'UT INPUT OUTPUT OUTpUT 
NO • NAME (TARLE) DATA DESCRIPTION LEVEL ORDER INGREDIENTS LEVEL ORDfR DEPENDENTS 
. -.. --.-.-... ---~.P.-------.-... -----.---.. -.-~.------~.---.-.~.~.·.-.--~._-... a. ____ •• _. ___ m •••• a_ •• _ •••••• em •• me m •••••••• w ••••••••• 
151 esPF'S NOMINAL CROSS SECTIONAL AREA OF' THE SLOT OR HOLE 0 1lI5 0 3 153 162 152 ev 1.10.5.2.AW rACTOR DEFINED IN SECTION 1,tO.5.2 3 235 339 340 2 113 269 91' 210 153 0 DEPTH OF THE wrB 0 65 0 5 211 42 i 38 65 
12 113 124 
190 191 HU 154 Des DEPTH or COUNTER SUNK 0 203 0 6 140 4 155 ~D rACTOR DEPENDING UPON TYPE Or TRANSVERSE STIFFENER 0 23e 0 2 313 91 156 f)IA D, THE DIAMFrER Of THE CONNEcTOR 0 49 0 1 \32 ,. 331 333 
334 251 PH DPIN DXAMETr~ OF THE' EXPANSION ROLLER OR ROCKER 0 351 0 1 it3 191 158 CPR PROFILF DEPTH Dr T-JECTIONS 0 12 0 9 2tl3 89 159 OSIZW DESIGNED SIZE Of WELD (VALUE, 0 322 0 3 68 320 160 DTH(\R OEPTH tH' GROOVE 0 336 0 4 162 115 161 f- E. MODULUS OF rLASTICITV () 22 0 1 359 :ue 349 t8S 
162 EAF'W I.U Il 1.AW.3 EFF'[CTIV[ AREA or WELD a 141 307 165 115 2 15i 358 
296 142 151 163 EHDrF E. THE HORIZONTAL OliPLACEMENT Of TOP FLANGE 0 112 0 3 399 65 164 EL UNRRACfD LENGTH OF THE COMP~rsSION ~EMB[R 0 21 0 1 212 185 190 349 
116 186 191 
194 256 265 
267 282 165 ~LNTH 1.U.7.AW,2 EfFECnVE LENGTH 333 301 241 394 3 165 162 -315 0 166 r.LRR LENGTH OF ROLLER OR ROCKER IN INCHES 0 363 0 3 10e 222 161 ELX UNRRAcro LENGTH IN X-DIRECTlnN 0 105 0 1 353 259 260 168 r.LY UNBRACED LENGTH IN Y-OIRECTInN 0 106 0 2 20 111 259 260 169 nl1 SMALLER END MOMENT 0 74 0 4 25 331 150 170 EM2 LARGER END MOMENT 0 75 0 .- 24 331 150 iTt rMM 2.1I.3.AW MAX MO~ENT POSSIBLF WITH lERn AXIAL FORCE 1 300 64 212 38 1 18 261 219 
168 229 172 [N1 Nt AS DEfINED IN SECTION 1.11-6 Of AISC SPEC 0 286 0 2 221 1'e i73 EN2 N2 AS DEfINED IN SECTION 1.1\-6 or A!SC SPEC 0 287 0 2 226 18 114 E"Nfl LENGTH OF BEARYNG IN INCHES 0 361 0 :3 i02 176 115 ETRTH t.U,.7.lW.i EfrECTIVE THROAT THICKNESS t 343 307 141 393 3 155 162 
394 405 414 
301 lite 160 
30e 140 176 rA2 1,10.10.AW,t ACTUAL STRESS AT THE WEB TOE or FILLET 370 24 114 204 2 99 362 
298 422 171 nusr STRESS IN THE RASE MATERIAL 0 353 0 1 145 272 118 n~c ACTUAL STRESS TN BENDING (COMPRESSION) 0 159 0 5 256 72 11 3 119 rJ3RSTF' rORCE ON THE STIFfENER 0 312 0 3 HI2 343 180 reAl CALCULATED rORCE 0 121 0 2 401 209 181 rCF 1.i1 11 2.1.AW,t ACTUAL STRESS TN THE EQUIVAlFNT STEEL BEAM 1 378 48 201 2n8 2 93 3tH 
2\0 114 182 rCRT peR, MAX STRENGTH Of THE MEMqER ( FROM 2.4-1 , 0 302 0 1 13 261 279 183 FCU1 1.11.2.2.AW.3 STRESS IN COMPnSITr UN-ENCASrD REAM ( TENS YON , 4 271 114 206 210 :? ?6£'\ 368 
403 377 184 F"OfAD rOReE AT JOINT DUE TO DEAD LnAD 0 122 0 2 406 209 
,r---, 
I) A TAD A T A 5 E C T ION I N PUT fI N P U f) 0 U T PUT (0 U T pUT 
NO. NAMf (TARLEl O_TI\ I)fSCRIPTIO~1 L(VEL lORDrR) INGREDIENTS LEVEL 'Oft.OrR .DEPtNDENTS 
-___ ----t, . -__ .... _ 




























































ALLOWA~LE STRESS IN COMPRES5TON 
ALLOWABLE AXIAL ceMPRESSIO~ r~ODIFIED) 
FA fOR PLASTIC DESIGN BY fO~MULA 1.5.1 
ALLOWABLE STRESS IN CONNECTOR IN BEARING 
ALlOWABLr STRESS IN BASE MATrRIAL 
ALLOWABLE BENDJNG STRESS IN ~RActNG 
L. 
ALLOWABLE STR[~S IN BENDING r COMPRESSION 
ALLOWABLE STRESS IN· BENDING rCOMPRES5!ON, MODIFIED 
THr VALUE PROVIDED cOF ffBe, 
ALLOWABLE STRESS IN BENDING r TENSION , 
ALLOWABLE STRESS IN BENDING(TENSION) MODIFIED 
ALLOWAPLE STRESS IN THE EQUIVALENT STEEL BfAM 
ALLOWARLf STRESS IN BEARING 
ALLOWARLE STRESS ON MASONRY ~EARING 
ALLOWARLE STRE~S IN TENSION 
ALLOWABLE STRESS IN CONNECTOR IN TENSION 
ALLOWA~LE STRESS IN CONNECTOR IN SHEAR (NON H.S.) 
ALLOWA~L£ STRESS IN THE WELD 
fORCE AT JOYNT DUE TO LATERAL LOADING 
CO~CENTRATED LOAD OR REACTION 
FLEXURAL FORCE (I.E. BENDING MnMENT) 



































































































































































































183 348 403 
DATA DATA SECTION INpUT INpUT OUTpUT OUTpUT 
NO. NAME (TABLE) DATA DESCRIPTION LEVEL ORDER INGREDIENTS LEVEL ORDER DEPENDENTS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• • •••••••••••••••••• 8 ••• m •••••• ~ •••••••••••••••• _ •• m ••• m •• u •••••• _ ••• m •••• ~ ••••••••• muu •••••••••••• 
207 F'MDl 
208 F'MD2 

















226 F'Tl i.5.2.AW.l 
227.F"TS 








MOi, MOM DUE TO DEAD LOAD RErORE HARDENING OF' CONCRETE 0 
M02, MOM DUE TO DEAD LOAD AfTER HARDENING OF' CONCRETE 0 
MINIMUM DESIGN fORCE fOR THE CONNECTION 7 
ML. MOMENT DUE TO LIVE LOAD 0 
fACTDRro BENDING MOMENT FOR PLASTIC DESIGN 0 
MP. PLASTIC MO~ENf 0 
FORCE ON THE CONNECTION ( ACTUAL ) 0 
rORCE 0 
FORCE ON THE CONNECTOR DUE TO BEAR1NG 0 
FORCE ON THE CONNECTOR DUE TO SHEAR 0 
FORCE IN THE WELD 0 
fORCE ON THE HrLOMENT IN INTrRMITTENT FILLET HELD 0 
FORCE IN THE CONNECTED MEMRER 0 
Pl. EXTERNAL LOAD ON THE CONNECTOR 0 
fORCE DUE TO PRYING ACTION 0 
ACTUAL STRE5S iN BEARING 1 
F'ca SPECIfIED COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IN CONCRETE 0 
MAX fORCE By THE EULERuS fORMULA 0 
r AS DfFINEn IN APPENDIX C 0 
ACTUAL STRESS IN CONNECTOR I~ TENSION (NON H.S.) 2 
ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH 0 
SHEAR FORCE 0 
YIELD STRESS 0 
YIELD STRESS or ONE PART 0 
YIELD STRESsor ANOTHER pART 0 
VIELD STRESS or BEAM fLANGE 0 
VIELD STRESS or COLUMN 0 
VIELD STRES~ OF STIFfENER 0 
GAGE SPACE BETWEEN RIVET HOLr5 0 
376 0 
377 0 
12B 57 290 55 
56 219 65 
94 25.2 160 






















































































































269 27'1 270 
1 42 75 
112 122 131 
138 146 190 
191 194 196 
199 249 269 
211 279 338 
339 340 350 
351 352 379 
380 11 72 
85 113 123 
124 171 186 








DATA !'lATA 5E"cTION INpUT INPUT OUTPUT OUTpUT NO, NAMf (TABLE) OATA DESCRIPTtON LEvEL ORDER INGREDIENTS LEvEL OROER DEP(NDENTS 
--D.------.. ---GP····. __ . ____ .. _._ .. _~.-_._D ___ .mw. ___ - ••• _-O---~.-----_ .. u ___ -. __ • ___ a. ___ •• D __ .. m.B_ .. __ D.a=~.~_ .. _ .. a .. ______ ._ .. 
236 r,1 GAGE SPACE FROM. CoPNER TO HOLE IN ONE LEG OF ANGLE 0 44 0 9 303 239 
:?37 r,2 GAGE SPACE ,ROM CORNER TO HOLE IN THE OTHER LEG Or: A 0 45 0 9 302 239 236 GEOLS GIVEN ~DGE DISTANCE IN LINE nr STRESS 0 224 0 1 325 264 239 GK 1.U,CW.1 THE K TM GAGE SPACE 1 46 49 235 14 8 301 :310 
!.-\ 236 231 406 240 GPIT GiVEN PITCH or CONNECTOk( ) 0 225 0 1 324 264 241 GRIPL G, THE GRIP LENGTH 0 190 0 6 131 251 242 r,FH1S I MOMENT OF INERTIA OF GRo~i S~CTION 0 53 0 6 321 415 2113 H CLEAR DISTANCE BETWEEN f.1ANGF:S fOR BEAM OR GIRDER 0 64 0 5 34 97 148 270 
271 339 340 
396 192 244 NOCP NUMBER or CONNrCTORS PROVIDEO 0 259 0 6 213 112 361 245 NO~LS NUMBER OF FASTENERS IN LINE nf STRESS 0 215 0 3 33? 425 427 246 NU NUMBER OF HOLES 0 50 0 ., 298 334 241 nU"fW OVERALL LENGTH OF THE FULL SIZE fltLET WELD 0 329 0 4 '1.61 165 ~46 t:l CAPACITV Or A SINGLE CONNEcTnR. FROM TABLE 1.11.4 Of T 0 260 0 6 212 112 361 /'.49 OS 1.9.1.2.AW,2 FACTOR fOR STIFfENED COMPRESsION ELEMENTS 2 21 15 229 283 ., 265 338 165 191 
421 50 89 250 REot MOMENT OF INERTIA Of THE MOOT FlED ~ECTION 0 54 0 6 320 415 251 RG 1.16.3.AW GAGE SPACE ~ETWEEN RIVET HOLES 1 191 92 156 241 5 130 200 201 252 RSHR REACTION SHEAR 0 125 fr,i:;· 2 403 209 (253') T B E' A R 1 .5 Q 1 .5. A EU:ARING CHEC!,< 3 366 0 104 0 0 
--2si{ "-RrNif-- . 1 • 5 • 1 • ,. • A BENDING CHECK 7 177 44 42 43 0 346 0 -I:"" 
365 366 255 rCOMes t.1O,5.1.A COMPRESSION (B£ARING STIFrENrRS, CHECk 4 316 44 361 0 i7A 0 256 TCOMP~R 1.5.1.3.A COMPRESSION MEMBER CHECK 8 108 44 32 164 0 413 0 
282 360 257 TCOMSG 1.15 q B HETEROGENEOUS CONNECTION 428 45 139 91 0 0 
109 106 56 
291 258 TC[lNel< 1.15.A CONNECTION CHECK 6 153 209 213 51 0 37? 0 
123 290 65 
67 132 47 259 TCSC~ 1.6.i,A CHECK OF COMBINED STRESS (COMPRESSION. BENDING) 9 107 44 37 36 0 414 0 
167 166 37e 
379 260 TC5CPR 1.6.1.B CHECK nF COMBINED STRESS (COMPR + BENDING, RA.LE.O.15) 8 154 ~4 37 38 0 35? 0 
167 168 360 
365 261 TC518 1,6.2.A CHECK OF COMBINED STRESS (TENSION. BENDING) 1 181 44 229 355 0 33e 0 
365 366 262 TCWTOE 1.10.10,A CHECK OF CQ!1.~Br$SION (WEB Tor Of FILLET) 3 314 362 62 0 95 0 263 ~- 1.11.2a1.A CHECK OF ENClSED COMPOSITE BrAMS 3 381 367 0 86 0 264 TGEOt.4C l.l6 o A CHECK or GEOMETRICAL REQUIREuENTS ., 226 238 240 330 0 323 0 
331 333 421 265 TU!RAC 2.9.A CHECK OF LATERAL BRACING 10 96 53 61 115 0 418 0 
117 36 164 
211 212 229 266 TMASBR 1.5.5.A CHECK or MASONRY BEARING 3 388 372 0 78 0 
DATA DATA SECTION INPUT INPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT 
NO. NAME (TABLE) DATA DESCRIPTION LEVEL ORDER INGREDIENTS LEVEL ORDfR OEP~NDENTS 













































MEMBER CHECK (pLASTIC DESIGN, 
CHECK OF NON-ENCASED COMPOSITE BEAM 
CHLCJLoL SHEAR ON HYBR I 01 A514 STEEL GI RDER 
CHECK OF SHEAR ON BEAMS/GIRDFR5 WJTH STIFFENERS 
~F;.~~ __ .QLsHr AR.._PN R~A~~/_GI ROrRS 
STRESS CHECK IN WELDED CONNECTIONS 
SHEAR CHECK 
CHECK OF BEARING STRESS IN CnNN[CTOR 
CHECK OF COMBINED STRESS IN CONNECTOR 
CHECK OF SHEAR STRES5 IN CONNECTOR 
CHECK or TENSION STRESS IN CONNECTOR 
TENSION CHECK 
CHECK of VERTICAL BRACING 
GEOMETRY CHF,CK ON WELDED CONNECTIONS 
VALUE OF I( 
K. (MODIfIED VALUE OF K ) 
TYPE OF UNSTIfFENEO COMPRESSYON ELEMENT 
TYPE OF STRESS IN 8ASE MATERiAL 
TYPE Of MEMRER (SEAM, COLUMN. OR GIRDER) 
TYPE OF BOLT (A325, A449, A4QO) 
MATERIAL TYPE FOR MASONRY aEARING 
SINGLE ANGLE, DOUBLE ANGLE, ~R SIMILAR MEM~ER 
TYPE OF RIVfT OR NO He S. SOlT 
TYPE or CONNECTION elACING. ~AG SAR, GIRT, BEAM' 
BEARING TYPE OR fRICTION Tvpr CONNECTION 
STIFrENER LnCATION OPPOSITE TENSION OR COMPR FLANGE 
BEARING SURfACr (ROLLER, ROe~ER, PINNEO OR BORED HOLE) 
flANGE or SQUARE/RrCTANGULAR SEC1ION OR COVER PLATE 



























































265 22 32 
41 141 164 
161 31 65 
124 136 150 
111 16~ 211 
212 224 
114 368 18 
44 369 
40 152 226 
229 
i 243 422 
40 83 10e 
129 228 152 
2~.9. J.5. 97 f2 8' ~t2.9) 2Jt3 
310 4.2.2 148 
177 1'89- 202 




































































































































200 201 226 
123 209 ?58 






"ATA DATA SEC TI ON INPUT Y NPUT OUTPUT nUTPUT NO. NAME crABLE) DATA DESCRIPTIO~ lEvEL ORDER INGREDIENTS LEVEL OROf.:R DEPlrNDENTS 
______ a. __ • ___ --_~.G_._._. __ q._._ .•. D ... __ ._._._ .. u __ ••• --_-••• u •••• m_ •••• a.~--. __ •• ___ • ___ ._.-. __ • ___ -_u=_d ••• -ab._ •• _. __ ._. ____ ._. 
296 \/HOLSL WELD IN HOLES OR SLOTS 0 346 0 3 152 162 297 \/HRBU HOT ROLLED SHAPE OR BUILT-UP MEMBER 0 167 0 4 240 191 194 . 298 VlOAD TYPE or LOAn CYNTERIOR OR EN~ REACTION) 0 369 0 3 too 176 299 VMSTR5 SIMPLE STRESS OR COMBINED ST~ESS IN MEMBER 0 92 0 2 422 61 300 vMTVPE 
. MEMBER CLASS (MAIN, SECONDARv, BRACING) 0 29 0 1 35e 186 282 301 VPENW PENETRAT10N or WELD (PARTIAL OR COMPLETE) 0 331 0 4 161 115 302 VPINHL STRESS AT PIN HOLE CEYE BAR, PLATE, BUILT-UP MEMBER) 0 248 0 3 286 199 303 V5[CTN TYPE or UNSTIFFENED SECTION.1CHANNEL, T-SECT) 0 13 0 9 202 69 304 v5HAPf" SHAPE or MEMBER ~/' 0 65 0 5 239 191 192 194 305 I/SHE'AR CONNfCTOR IN SINGLE St:lFA'R OR DOUBLE SHEAR 0 216 0 3 335 425 306 IISTRSC TYPE or STRE'SS IN tONNECTOR 0 195 0 5 124 200 404 201 307 VWELD TYPE or WELD (rIL~fT' GROOVE, PLUG, SLOT) 0 330 0 4 4T 162 165 115 
SHAPE or WELD rSI~GLE OR DOU~lE V, J, U, BEVEL) 280 301'1 VWLDSH 0 338 0 4 161" 115 309 VWRE:I N T Y P E 0 r WEB R E-1'Nr 0 R C E lui E N T (S TI r r E N I N G ) 0 293 0 2 220 124 --jTO---w------- WIDTH OF' THE ELEMENT CIN A PLATE OR SAME LEG' 0 34 0 6 33 271 21 H1 Wi WIDTH OF' ON£ ANGLE LEG 0 35 0 B 295 21 312 w2 WIDTH Or THE OTHER ANGLE LEG o· 36 0 
" 
294 21 313 wDccr COLUMN WEB OEPTH CLEAR Of rillETS 0 139 0 2 lee 123 314 WDUP oIA OF' PLUG WELD PfRMISSIBLE 0 IHO 0 2 46 388 280 315 WDTH WIDTH or THE PART JOINED 0 331 0 4 166 165 316 wrl FLANGE WIDTH or T-SECTION 0 14 0 9 201 89 317 WJCBt.4 WELD JOINS COMF10NENTS or BUILT .. UP MEMBERS 0 391 0 2 64 134 135 0 318 WL5 LENGTH or SLOT WELD 0 412 0 1 45 280 
"" 319 \IILS5 LONGITUDINAL SpACING OF SLOT WELD 0 413 0 1 44 260 320 WMN5F 1.17.5,AW.2 MIN SIZE or rIllET WELD ALLo~rD 2 324 98 79 159 2 66 96 280 
420 428 321 WMNTH 1.11.12.AW,4 MIN THICKNESS OF SLOT WELD ALLOWED 1 396 144 413 1 60 21!10 322 WM)(Sr 1,11,6.AW MAX SIZE or FILLET WELD ALLOwEO 1 399 401 143 1 51 280 3'-3 wPBLP WELD PREVENTS ~UCKLING Of LApPED PARTS 0 392 0 2 63 134 i 35 324 wspp SPACING OF PLUG WELD 0 414 0 1 43 2BO 325 wTHP THICKNESS OF PLUG WELD 0 405 0 2 4? 365 260 326 wT~PA 1.17.12,AW,2 THICKNrss OF PLUG WELD AlLOWFD 1 400 413 1 56 280 321 wTHS THICKNESS OF SLOT WELD 0 407 0 2 41 386 381 260 328 wT5S TRANSVfRSE SPArINB or SLOT W~LD 0 415 0 1 40 280 329 wws WIDTH or SLOT WELD 0 402 0 2 39 383 280 330 xiP 1.16.AW.3 MINIMUM EDGE DISTANCE 1 221 426 i 328 264 331 \(3 t.16.AW.5 MAY EDGE DISTANCE IN lINE DE STRESS 1 222 (56 1 327 264 332 \(ACASr 1.9.2.2,AW.4 ACTUAL AREA or STIFFENED ELE~ENT 1 10 13 417 8 366 359 333 )(A~PIT 1.t6.AW.1 ALlOWABLf MINIMUM PITCH 1 223 156 1 326 264 334 '<ANET 1.t4,BW.2 NET AREA 3 51 21 156 246 6 297 29 415 
310 406 335 vCt t.l'5.AW.4 RATIO OF BEA~ FLANGE TO COLU~N YIELD STRESSES 1 131 232 233 
'- 395 123 336 XC? 1.15.AW.5 RATIO Dr COLUMN TO STIffENER YIELD STRESSES 1 133 233 234 2 392 123 337 l(CB t.5.1.4,AW.3 FACTOR AS DEFINED IN SECTION 1.5.1,4.6A 1 273 169 110 :5 254 191 338 He 1.5.1.3.AW.5 CC AS DEfINFD IN APPENDIX e 4 23 161 229 249 6 37! 185 
359 339 xCVl 1.tO.5.2.BW.2 CV BY THf FIRSl fORMULA 2 233 229 243 396 3 177 152 
422 
DATA DATA SECTION INPUT INPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT NO • NAME CTABlE) DATA DESCRIPTIO"l lEVEL OROf.R INGREDIENTS LEVEL ORDER DEPENDENTS 
•••••• _-- ••••• --.--••••••••• - ••••••••••••• --•• --••••• - ••••• --••••••• w •• __ •• ___ - _____ ••• _.
E1 
•• ______ •••• _____ _ a __ aBD·· ••• ~_··_u_m ___ •. 
340 'J(CV~ i .10.5.2.81'1.3 CV BV THE SECOND fORMULA 2 234 229 243 396 3 11'4 152 
422 341 XEASTr 1,9.2.2,AW.3 EfFECTIVE AREA Of STIfFENED ELEMENT 2 9 1 417 a 361 359 342 XfA 1.5.1.3.111'1.1 ACTUAL STRESS IN COMPRESSION 2 40 21214 
" 
356 360 :He 379 343 Xf,u 1.10,5.1.AW,2 STRESS IN BEARING STIFFENER 2 313 30 179 2 t81 361 344 )fF'B1 1.5,2,FW.l ACTUAL STRESS IN CONNECTOR IN REARING (NON H.S., 2 206 4 215 4 01 363 :U5 )(fBRR ?9,8W.l ACT U ALB [N 0 t N G ·5 T R r. S SIN BRA e I N G 1 90 25 211 391 :5 424 364 346 XF"AC 1.10.6,AW.2 ACTUAL STRESS iN BENDING CCO~PRESSION' 5 58 205 390 415 4 344 365 347 XF'8T 1.10.6,AW.l ACTUAL STRESS IN BrNDING CTENStON) 5 110 205 391 415 3 316 15 )66 65 348 XF'CtJ~ 1.i1,2,2,AW.4 ST~ESS IN COMPOSITE UN-ENCASrO 8EAM (COMPRESSION) 1 260 206 400 2 233 369 349 xn:p 1,6.1.AW,3 EULER STRESS DIVIDED Bv fACTnR of SAfETY 1 11 32 161 164 3 411 318 
2tH 350 XF'F'Al idO.S ll l.AW o ) ALLOWABLE STRESS IN BEARING ~TIfF'ENER 1 314 229 2 160 361 351 )(fF'A2 1.t0.l0.AW,2 ALLOWABLE STRESS AT THE WEB TOE OF' fILLET 1 311 229 2 95 362 352 xF"F'V t.5.1.2.AW.2 ALLOWABLE STRESS IN SHEARING 1 221 229 :'1 11 375 3S3 xFORCT t.5.2.AW,4 TOTAL rORCE ON H.S. CONN DUE Tn EXT. LOADS AND PRYING t- 184 220 221 6 120 226 201 354 vF'PMB I.S.5.AW e l ACTUAL STRESS ON MASONRY BEARING 1 386 35 214 2 80 l'I'2 355 )CF'T 1.5.1.t,AW.l ACTUAL STRESS TN TENSION 5 180 29 214 2 289 313 261 356 xfV 1.5.1.2,AW,1 ACTUAL STRESS IN SHEARING 1 229 22 214 :3 15 315 351 XF'Vi 1.5.2.81'4.1 ACTUAL STRESS IN CO~NECTOR IN SHEAR (NON H.S,) 1 199 3 216 5 121 316 200 ~ 0 3'5e XF'W 1.5.3.AW,1 STRESS IN THE WELD 3 349 162 211 1 149 212 -...J 359 XQA 1.9.2.2.AW.II5 FACTOR fOR UNSTIfFEND COMPRESSION ELEMENTS :3 11 332 341 1 365 338 185 360 )(RA 1.5.1.3.AW.4 STRESS RATIo IN COMPRESSION '7 41 156 342 3 3515 318 256 ~60 361 )(RAt 1,10.5.t.AW.4 STRESS RATIO rnR SEARING STIrFENER 3 315 - 343 350 1 119 255 362 XRA~ t.l0.10.AW.) RA? rop WEe TOF OF' FILLET (TABLE 1,10,10,A) 2 312 17'6 351 1 91 262 363 )(PRI t.5.2.FW.3 RB IN CONNECTOR (NON HaS.) '3 205 18e 344 3 \35 214 404 364 XRBFlf? 2.9,B\>I.3 STRESS RATIO IN BRACING 3 9t 190 345 2 423 61 365 XRBC t.l0.6.AW.6 STRESS RATIO IN BENDING (COM~RESSION ) 6 68 192 346 3 343 31'8 319 254 
260 261 366 xRFlT lelO.6.AW.5 STRESS RATIO IN BENDING (TEN~ION ) 6 110 195 347 1 339 2!H 261 361 )tReE t.11.2.1.AW.) STRESS RATIO rOR COMPOSITE ENCASED BEAM 2 380 181 196 1 61 263 368 )(RCUI 1.11.2.2.AW.5 STRESS RATIo rnR COMPOSITE UN-ENCASE BEAM, TENSION 5 212 1~3 194 1 266 268 369 XRCU2 le1t.2.2.AW.6 STRESS RATln FOR COMPOSITE UN-ENCASE BEAM, COMPR 5 281 191 345 1 23~ 266 310 ~RfDUC 1.14.CW.2 REDUCTION OF orDUCTION DUE Tn ZIG-ZAG HOLES 2 48 239 395 1 299 334 311 I(RP 1.5.1,5.AW,3 S J~E--5-S_RA T I 0._ LN __ ~E A.JJI N G 2 365 .i.2L.2_~_ 1 105 253 m~)(RPMB 1.5.5.AW.3 STRESS RATIO fQR MASONRV BEARING 2 ,361 198 354 1 19 266 373 )(RT t.5.1.1.AW,3 STRESS RATIO IN TENSION 6 250 199 355 1 284 218 374 'CRTi t.5.2.AW.3 RT IN CONNECTOR (NONH.S.) 3 211 200 226 3 115 215 211 404 375 )(RV 1.501.2.AW.3 STRESS RATIO IN SHr~R 2 -230 352356 2 14 273 15 316 )(RVl 1.5.2.8W.3 RV IN CONNECTOR (NON H.S.' 4 200 201 351 :3 205 275 216 404 371 "'S[FF tdl.2.2.AW.2 THE EFfECTIVE SECTION MODULU~ 3 210 3eo 381 400 1 :?16 163 
403 378 VSUM1 1,6.1,AW.1 LErT SIDE OF E~UATION 1.6-1A 
-8 18 150 l/42 349 2 416 61 259 
360 365 379 'ltSlIM2 1.6.1.AW,1 LE~T SIDE OF E~UATJON 1,6-18 ., 19 229 342 365 2 415 61 259 380 \(VH 1,,11.4.AW.2 TOTAL HORIZONTAL SHEAR POINT~ Of MAX. Pos. MOMENT 1 268 16 39 223 if '.78 371 
229 3tH vvHP 1.11.4.AW.3. HORI10N.TAL SHEAR fOR INCOMPLFTE COMPOSITE ACTION 269 244 248 4 ?-11 377 382 \(WMNOP 1.11.12.AW.5 MIN DIl Of PLUG WELD ALLOWED 40t 413 1 55 280 383 XWMNTS 1.17.12.AW,t1 MIN TRANSVERSE SPACING Of SL~T WELD ALLOWE~ 403 3?,9 1 54 2eo 3l\/l )(WMNWS 1.t7.12.AW.9 MIN ~IDTH OF SLOT WELD ALLOWrD /l04 413 1 5~ 250 
// /. 
OATA DATA SECTION INPUT INPUT OUTPUT OUTpUT 
NO. NAMf CTABLE) DATA DfiCRIPTIO~ LEVEL ORDrR INGREDIENTS LEVEL ORDER DEPENPENTS 


















































































1.1I,2 0 2.AW.l 
1,5.2.PW 
leU,AW,3 
MAl( OIA or PLUG WELD ALLOW£D 
MAX LENGTH of sLOT WELD ALLowED 
MAX WIOTH or SLOT WELD ALLOWrD 
SPACING OF PLUG WfLD ALLOWED 
RATIO OF YIrlD STRESSES or WrB TO STIFFENER STEEL 
DISTANCE FROM NEUTRAL AxIS Tn COMPRESSION FIBER 
DISTANCE FROM NEUTRAL AxIS Tn TENSION flSER 
SEC, MOD. OF COMPOSITE BEAM ALONE FOR BOTTOM FLANG 
SHnRTE5T DIs FROM ROOT TO rA~E OF OIAGRAMATIC WELD 
SI1E or WELO 
THE K TH LONGITUDINAL PITCH 
K, fACTOR AS OFFINfD IN steTTON 1,10.5.2 
SECTION MODULUS (PLASTIC , 
SPAN or THE BEAM IN FEET 
SPACING OF INTERMITTENT FILLET WELD 
SEC. MODULUS or stEEL BEAM ALONE FOR BOTTOM FLANGE 
STRENGTH Or THF CONNECTED MEMBER 
MOMENT OF INERTIA or STIFFENER, AXIS IN WEB PLANE 
THE TRANSF'ORMED SECTION MODULUS 
R, STRESS RATIn IN cONNECTOR 
LEG SIZE OF THE WELD 
THICKNESS 
THICKNESS OF CONNECTED PART 
TRANsvrRSE OISTANCE OUT TO OIiT OF' WEBS IN A BOX 
THICKNESS OF FLANGE 
F'LANGE THICKNESS OF' T-SECTIONS 
THICKNESS Or COMPR. flANGE DrLIVERING CONC~ lOAD 
THICKNrss or TrNS, FLANGE DELIVERING CONC. LOAD 
THICKNESS OF THE PART CONTAINING PLUG/SLOT WELD 
THfORTICAl THRn.AT THICKNESS 
MOMENT Of INERTIA 
TRANSVFRSE SPACING or FASTENrRS 
TF_ THICKNE~S nf STIFFENED CnMPRESSiON ELEMENT 
THICKNESS or THINNrR PART JOTN~D 
MATERIAL THICKNESS Of THE THTC~ER PART 
MATERIAL TWICK~ESS or THE THTNNER pART 
































































































112 392 It4 
206 210 400 



































































































































































DATA DATA SECTION INpUT INPUT OUTPUT OUTpUT 
NO. NAME (TABLE) DATA OESCRIPTION LEVEL ORDER INGREDIENTS LEVEL ORDtR DEPENDENTS 
__ . __ Qmp_~ .. __ -_._ ... D ____ ........ t ••••• _ •• _ •• _ •••••• _ ••••• _D.-... D.D--.--... -.-p---n_ .. -_. ____ m-m~-.-_.u ___ u __ a ___ -_._--.D--______ ~_ 
423 7TWEA W[R OR STEM YHJCK~ES' OF Y-SECTIONS 0 16 
424 ZVU SHEAR FOR PLASTIC DESIGN 0 294 
425 Z)( t.16.AW.2 X, JUST A T[MPORAAV VARIABLE 1 211 
426 ZX! MIN [DGE OYST rFROM TABLE 1.16.5 OF AISC SPEC) 0 219 
421 1)(2 1.16.AW.4 MINI~UM EDGE DISTANCE IN lIN~ OF STRESS 6 220 




5 71 145 2 
245 291 305 
406 
0 2 
17 245 291 2. 

















V E: e T 0 ~ OAT A IT:: I,l 5 AND E L E I,j E NT!; 
OHA \In. V[CTO~ \lAME VECTo~ OESCRI~TIO\l 
























TypE ar UNsTlrrENED CDMPRESSION ELEI,lENT 
OOUBLE ANGL[ #ITH SEPARATORS 
SINGLE ANr,LE 
/ STRUT COMPRISING DOUBLE ANGLE IN CONTAcT 
TYPE or STRESS IN BASE ~AT~RIAL 
BASE ~ATERIAL IN BENOING (COMPRESSJON SIDE) 
BASE ~ATEqIAL IN 9ENOING (TENSION sIDE, 
BASE ~ATE~IAL IN COMP~E:SSION 
BASE ~AT[~IAL IN BEARING 
BASE ~ATr~IAL IN SHEAq 
BASE ~ATE~IAL IN TENSIO\l 
TYPE Dr ~EMB[q CBEAM, COLU~N, OR GIRDER) 
MEMBEq A ~EAM 
COLUM"JS 
MEI4BEq A CiIRO::R 
TYPE or BOLT (A325, A449, A490) 
A325 ~OLT 
AlU9 90L T 
A490 BOLT 
a 
OHA ~O. VtCTOIl ~AME VECTO~ DESCRI~TIO~ 


































MATERIAL TyPE fOR MASON~y BEAqING 
B£ARI~G SURrAcE • BRICK IN CE~ENT ~ORTAR 
B£ARI~G SURFACE CONCRETE 
BEARI~G SURfACE • LIME STONE 
BEARI~G SURfACE • 5ANO STO~E 
SINGLE ANGLE, DOUeLE ANGLE, OR SI~ILAR ~EMBER 
CONNECTION rOll DOUBLE ANGLE 
CONNEcTTO~ ro~ SINGLE ANGLE 
CONNECTtO~ ro~ SI~ILAR ~EM~ER 
TYPE or RIVET OR NO H. S, BOLT 
A301' 90LT 
A502 GRAD~ 1,~OT DRIVEN RIVET 
A502 GRADE 2 ~OT ORIV~N RIvET 
T~REAOED ~ARTS OF STEEL MEETING SECTION 1.4.1 





SAG 8AR CONN[eTION 
TRUSS CONNECTION 
BEARI"IG TVPE jR rRICTION TYPE CONNECTION 
B~ARI~G C~N"'ECTION 
rRICTIO~ eONNrCTION 
STIFF~N~R LOcaTIo~ OpPOSITE TENSIO~ Oq C04PR FLANGE 
STIFFEN~R LocaTIO~ OpPOSITE CO~pRESSION rLANGr 
STIYFEN[R LocaTIo~ OPPOSIT[ TE"'SID~ FLANGr 
DATa ~O. VECTOR \lAME: VECTOR DESCRI~TIO~ 






























BEARI~G SURF'ACE (ROLLER, ROCKER, PINNED OR BORED HOLE, 
EXPANSION ROLI..ER 
ElCPANSHINi ROCHR 
MILLE~ SURrAtE ETC. 
FLANGE or, SQU~RE/RECTANGULAR S~cTION DR COVER PLATE 
FLANGES or RECTANGULA~ SECTIO~S 
FLANGIS o~ SQUARE SEcTIONS 
PERF'O~AT[n COvER "LATlS 
rLANGE TYPE F'JR PLASTIC OrsIG~ 
COVER PLA E 
~lANGE OF' BOX SECTION 
FLANGE OF' RDLLfO I SHjpE 
F'LANGE or ROLLED WIDE rLANGE SHAPE 
rLANGE ~r.SI~ILAR BUILT-UP SINGLE wEB SHAPE 
WELD IN WhlES OR SLOTS 
WELD IN HOLES 
WELD IN SLOTS 
HOT ROLLEn SHAPE DR BUILT-up ~E~8Eq 
HOT R~LLEn ME~BER 
BUIlT-UP ~E~B~R 




OATA \1o. v EC T 0 ~ III A MJ E vrCTOR OrSCRI»Tto~ 

































SIMPLr ST~ESS OR COMBrNED STRESS l~ MEM9ER 
eDMBI~ED STRESS I~ MEIAB[R 
S h1P L:E S T RES SIN "1 E !.Hn:: R 




prNETRATION 0' WELD (pARTIlL OR COMPLETE) 
COMPLETE ~ENETRATION wELD 
PARTIAL P!NETRATION WELD 
STRE S AT pJN ~OLE (EVE BAR, PLATE, BurL.T-up ME~BER) 
STRE S REQO AT PIN HOLE IN PIN eON~EeTtO PLATE 
STRE S REQuIRrO AT A !'IN HOL.E IN EVE BAR 
STRE S REQD AT PIN HOLE IN BUILT-UP MEM~ER 
TVPE or U\lSTI'fEN£D SEcTION (CHANNEL, T-SEcT, 
BUILT.Up T SECTION 
CHANNn.. SEen ON 
RO~~Eo r-SECTION 
SHAPE OF' MEMBER 
BO)( lyE 'LE)(U~AL ~EMB~R 




SO~l'D Rnu"iO B~R 
SOLID SQUARE 3AR 
:" 
\..oJ 
DA ra'lO. vE:CTOq \,JAME. VECTOq DE:SCRI~TIO~ 































CONNECTOR IN SINGL.E SHEAR DR DOUBL~ SHEAR 
rASTE.'IER IN OJUBLE: SHEAR 
rASTE~r.R IN SINGLE 5HE:AR 
TYPE 0' STRE.SS IN CONNECTOR 
BEARI~G STRESS IN THE eONNECTOR 
COMBI~ED STRESS I~ TH~ CONNECTOR 
SHEAR STRESS IN THE CON~r.CTOR 
TENSI1N STRESS IN THE: CONNltTOR 






















TYPE or wEB R~INrORCE~E~T (STlrFE~INa, 
WrB REINrORCE) BY DOU8lE PLATE 
wEB R~rNFORCE' BY OIAGONAL STTFFENER 
+"" 
115 
C.2 Tabulation of Data Items in the Organizational Network 
/ 
The data items composing the organizational network, as discussed 
in Section 2.3, are 1 isted alphabetically on the fol lowing pages. The prop-
erties of the data are 1 isted in the same order as for the functional net-
work (Section A.l), except that the columns for Input Order and Output Order 
are omitted. Again, it is emphasized that the data structure presented herein 
is tentative as stated in Section B.l. 
The ide n t i fica t ion s c h em e for t he fir s t 1 e t t e r 0 f the d a t a na in e s 
is the same as for the functional network with the following addition: 
Data names beginning with the letter S are switching data generated in 
switching tables. These data point to the next table that should be exe-
cuted •. 
A 1 isting of vectors used in the organizational network is given 
after the data 1 isting. 
It should be noted that several data items are used in both th'e 




(Tt\BLE) I~PUT OUTPUT DATA I)ESCRIPTION LEVEL I~GREDIENTS LEVEL ~Epr~~E~TS 
•• u_ •• m._ •••• _m ••• u._.D ••• a ••••••••• ~ •••• _ ••••••••••• _-.- ••• ~ •• - ••• u_._ ••• __ •••• __ D. __ •••• _ •• _._ •• _. _____ •••• _ •••• mU •• A ••• 
1 Art 
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2 u Y 





1 Q 6 • )( 
1 9 )( 
2,)( 




















1 a 5.5. A 
,.4.A 
1.11.2.2.A 
A~~A or WEB 
~AT(~IAL A514 STEE~ 
~LTE~NATE APPRJACH DESIRED (I.E., ~ORMULA 1.6-2, 
rrrECTlvE AREA OF wELD DESIRE0 
~VBRID CONST~UeTIDN 
Cv f3R NO STIrfENERS A~D K > 5.34 
S~EA~ rORCE 
YIE~J STRESS 
CL~A~ DISTANCE BETwEEN rLA~GrS rO~ BEA\1 OR GIRDER 














COMoRESSION MEM9ER TyPE 
TYPE Of CON~ECTtON CHEC< 
e~N~ECTION or SI~GLr CO~NECTOR CHECK 




SHEAR STRESS (A514 5TEEb GIRDER, 
S~EAR O~ sEAMS/GIRDERS 
Sf/ITCH fOR S-IEAR 
S~ITCH fOR C~ECK or A SINGLE CONNEctOR 
S~ITCH FOR STRJCTUqAL STEEL OR CAST STEEL 4E~BER 
SwITCH FOR STR[SS CHECK (RIvET OR ~U~TED ~N~EeTIDN) 
SwITCH fOR TvPe: or STRESS IN THE M[MBER 
3tARJNG tHEel( 
13E:'JDING CHEC!< 
C~~PRESSJO~ (BEARI~G STIFfENERS) C~ECK 
CD~PRESSJO~ ~E~BEFi CHECK 
-IETE~Or,E~EOUS CONNECTION 
CONNECTION C~ECK 
C~EC< nr CO~BI~ED STRESS (COMPRESSION. BENDING) 
C~EC( OF COMBI'JED STRESS (COMP~ • ~ENDI~G. RA.LE.O.15) 
C~EC( Dr CO~BI~ED STRESS (TENSrO~ t BENDING) 
CYEC< OF COMPRESSION (WEB TOE Of fiLLET) 
C~EC( Jr ENCAS~O CDMPOSIT[ BEA4S 
CHEC( Dr GEO~ETRICAL REQUlqE4E~TS 
C~ECI( DF LATERAL BRACING 
CHEC< ~f MASDNQy BEA~ING 
~Elo4aER CHECK (~LASTIC DESIGN) 






























































































































































































SE:CT10~ (TABL.E) DATA ~ESCRlpTIO~ INPUT OUTPUT L£V£L INGREOItNT5 LEVEL ~EPENDE~TS 











































C~~C~ or SH~AR ON ~VBRID/A514 STEE~ GIRDER 
c~rc( Dr SHEAR ON BEAMS/GIRDERS WITH STIrFENERS 
C~EC< or SHEAR ON BEA~S/GI~DER5 
ST~ESS CHECK 1~ WE~D[D CON~ECTIO~S 
SH[A~ CH[C~ . 
CHECK or BEARI~G STRESS IN CONNECTJR 
c~rc~ or COMBI'IED STRESS 1~ CO~NECTU~ 
C~EC< or SHEAR STRESS IN CONNECTOR 
CHEC( or TENSI~N STRESS IN CONNECT)H 
TE~SION eHEC~ 
C1EC< or VERTICAL BRACING 
GEO~ETQV CHECK ON W[~D[D CONNECTIO~S 
TyPE or MEMBER (BEAM, COLU4N. OR GIRDER) 
TyPE or BRACING (VERTICAL OR LATER~L) 
TypE Of CD~POSITE BEAM (ENCASED OR NON-ENCASED) 
)ESI~E CHECK F'R CONNECTIO'l LOAD O~ OISTRIRUTION 
TyPE or CONNECTOR (RIVET. BOLT. DR WE~O) 
JESIQ[ CHECK Or CO~NECTIO~ OR A SI~GLE CO~~[CTOR 
TY~E Dr COMBINED STRESS (CJMPR+BEN)l~G, TE~S+B£~DING) 
)[SIGN METHOD (ALLOWABLE STRESS OR PLASTIc DESIGN) 
DESIRE GEOMETRY CHECK OR STRESS CHECK or CON~ECTOR 
CJ~?~ES5ION ~E~BE~ TYPE 
I4E~BER OR gRACING 
SI~?LE STRESS OR COMBINED STRESS I~ THE ~E~BER 
TyPE Dr STRESS IN CON~ECTO~ 
Tv~£ or STRESS IN THE MEMBER 
CO~PONtNT TO BE CHECKED 
ST~ESs RATIo I~ COMPR[SSIO~ 



























































































































V~CTJ~ D A T A t T E \I 5 A N ~ E L E \1 E N T S 
DA 1 A \1:1. VECTO~ \lAME VECTOq OESCql~IIO~ 











TYPE 1f ~EMBE~ (BEA~. CJLU\lN, OR GIRDER) 
ME~BEq A 13EA\1 
COLUM~S 
ME~BER A GIRO::K 
TYPE 1F ~qACI\lG (VERTICAL JR LATERAL) 
~L9R LATERAL RRACI\lG 








TypE JF COMPOSiTE gEA\1 (E~CASED DR NO\l-ENCASEO) 
ENCASED C1MPOSITE BEA\1 
NDN-E\lCASED CJMPOSITE BEA\1 
DESIRE CHEC~ ~Uq CON\I[CTIQ\I LOAD Dq DISTRIqUTION 
DESIRE CHEC~ ~UR CONNFCTIO\l DISTRIgUTTON 
OESlRE CHEC~ rOR CONNECTIO\l LOAD 
TypE JF C~N~EcrOR (RIVET, 90LT, OR WELD) 
~CA8 CONNECT1R A 9JLT 
qCAR CONNECTOR A RIVET 
BClw CONNECTOR IS WELD 
co 
D4.I~ \1::1. VECTi)~ \lAME VECTD~ OESCRI~IIO~ 


















DESIRE CHECK Jf cONNECTION OR A SI~G~[ CO~NECTO~ 
DESIRE ~HEC~ )f A CO~~ECTlnN 
DESIRE CHEC~ )f A SINGLE CONNEcTOR 
TypE IJFCa~BI\lED STRESS (CD~PR.BENDING, TtNS.8E~DING' 
COMPRESSION. SENDING ~TR£SS 
TENSION • BE~)lNG STRESS 
DESIG~ 4ETHOD (ALLOWABLE STRE~S O~ PLASTIC DESIGN, 
ALLDWABLE STRtSS JESIGN 
PLASTIt D~SIG\I 
DESIRE GEDMET~Y C~EC~ O~ STRESS CHEC~ OF CQNNECTDR 
~GCD GEOMETRY CHEC< DESIRED 











!JIS ... STM 
COMPRESSION ~:MBER TY"E 
A)(IALtY LOAOE) CO"'PRESSIO~ ME48ER 
BEARI'IG STRESS 
~EB or REAM 
WEB OF' GIRDER 
~E~B[~ OR BRA:ING 
BRACI\JG 
MASONClY BEARIII~ 
SIMPLE STRESS UR CO~gINED STRESS I~ ~E~~ER 
COMBI~ED STRESS I" ~E"'BER 
SI~PLE STRESS 1\J ~E~9ER 
\.0 
) 1\ I A \J J. VECTO~ \dAME VECTO~ DESCRPIIO'l 





















TYPE 1F STRESS IN tON'I£CTOR 
BEARI~G STRESS IN THE CDNNECTOR 
CDMBI~EO STRESS 1'1 THE CON'IECTOR 
SHEAR STRrSS IN T~E C~N'IECTDR 
TENSI')N STRESS IN TH[ CONNECTOR 






COMPO'lENT TO 3[ C,ECKED 
CO~POSITE CONStRUCTION MEMaER 
CDNNECTIol.J 
CAST STEEL IoIE~~ER 
MASO"i~V 8EARl\1G 
STRUCTURAL STEEL ~E~8ER 
N 
o 
